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f  New! New! New!
NORMAN & SAXON INFANTRY

N.S. 1 Norman Heavy Spearman
N.S. 2 Norman Heavy Archer

N.S. 3 Norman Light Spearman
N.S. 4 Norman Light Archer
N.S. 5 Norman Crossbowman

N.S. 6 Norman Heavy Swordsman
N.S. 7 Norman Heavy Maceman

N.S. 8 Saxon Chieftain

N.S. 9 Saxon Fyrd Spearman
N.S. 10 Saxon Fyrd Archer

N.S. 11 Saxon Fyrd Slinger
N.S. 12 Saxon Fyrd Clubman

N.S. 13 Saxon Fyrd Axeman

N.S. 14 Saxon Huscarl

N.S. 15 Saxon Huscarl

N.S. 16 Saxon Standard Bearer

N.S. 17 Viking Chieftain
N.S. 18 Viking Huscarl
N.S. 1 9 Viking Bandi

N.S. 20 Viking Archer

N.S. 21 Viking Berserk

N.S. 22 Viking Ulfhednar
N.S. 23 Viking Standard Bearer
N.S. 24 Norman Heavy Swordsman at rest
N.S. 25 Saxon Fyrd Spearman at rest

NORMAN CAVALRY

N.S.C. 1 Norman Knight with Spear Horse M2
N.S.C. 2 Norman Knight with Sword Horse M8
N.S.C. 3 Norman Knight

Standard Bearer Horse M5

N.S.C. 4 Norman Knight Charging Horse M5
N.S.C. 5 Norman Knight with Mace Horse M2
N.S.C. 6 Norman Knight Charging Horse M5

PERSONALITIES

N.S.X. 1 King Harold

N.S.C.X. 1 William the Conqueror

Sole distributors to the trade of

Tabletop Warfare rules for wargaming.

Ancient "Peltast and Pila" only 65p retail

Cardboard movement trays

Forty 60mm x 20mm for infantry or
Twenty 60mm x 40mm for cavalry
In emerald green card. Only 25p

PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 8p

Rider Casting 9p

Horse Casting 11 p

Camel Casting 16p

Elephant Casting 66p

Gun, Limber 40p to 45p

Strip of 5 Infantry .or 3
Cavalry or Gun or Limber,
1 5mm Scale 15p

WE'VE WON THE CUP!

WE'VE WON THE CUP!

Ee-I-Addyo

WE'VE WON THE CUP!

And WE MAKE THE BEST

WARGAMES FIGURES TOO!

Full Catalogue 65p (Inland) 85p (Overseas)

POSTAGE RATES

Uptofi 20p
£2 30p
£3 40p
£4 50p
£5 60p
£6 70p
£7 80p
£8 90p
£9 £1.00

£10 £1.05

each £1 or part thereof thereafter 5p

%ICAN CIVIL WAR AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE-100 YEARS WAR - RENAISSANCE Pf1^

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
2S-32 NDRTHAM RD, SDDTHAMPTDN. TehZDRSS



Ml HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
LiUU! MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

JSIm
JUNE 1976 ADDITIONS TO RANGE

Ancient Egyptian (AE)
AE13 Sherden

AE14 Hittite Axeman

AE15 Hittite Guardsman

AE16 Hittite Spearman

Medievai (MF)
English man-at-arms 1415
English Archer 1415
English Knight with sword and shield 1415
English Knight with battleaxe 1415
French peasant with spear 1415
French peasant with bow 1415
French crossbowman 1415

French Knight with sword and shield 1415

Medievai Cavalry (MC)
MC8 French mounted man-at-arms 1415

Medieval Horses (MH)
MH7 Heavy horse walking

Equipment Groups (EG)
EG16 Medieval Tumbril with wattle sides and 2 oxen and peasant driver

Julian Benassi Range (75/JB)
75/JB10 Austrian Carpenter of Artillery 1808-12 — E2.50
75/JB11 Austro-Hungarian Grenadier 1814 — £2.50

(As illustrated)

— £1.00

Wl

75/JB 11

TWO SUPERB

MODELS FROM
OUR EXTENSIVE

RANGE -

20/29 British

WWII 7.2" Howitzer

20/28 German WWII Hanomag 251/1

Call at your model shop
or write direct for

further details
ADDITIONS TO RANGE

EG11 Egyptian Line Chariot £1.08
EG14 Egyptian Pharoahs Chariot

(incl. Royal Standard Bearer) £1.21
EG15 Hittite Chariot £1.08

Please write tor our current price list, 12p

Our manufacturers in the USA.: Heritage Models Inc., 2916 Blystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220

We recommend HUMBROL
AUTHENTIC
MILITARY COLOURS for all our products



METAL MINIATURES

25mm.

Ancients, Civil War, Nopoleonics.

54mm

Ancients

75 mm

Second World War

Oversea's:

U.S.A

C.S.&D. Inc

731 So University Blvd. Denver Colorado

Midwest Wargamers Supply

15J6 Montelair Place Ann Arbor

Michigan 48104

Soldier World

PO. Box 175 Shrewsbury Pa 17361

AUSTRALIA
Military Hobbies Shop

386 Spencer St. Melbourne 3000

MAIL ORDER OFFICE

23 GROVE RD. LEIGHTON BUZZARD BEDS. LU7 BSF

CATALOGUES 15p

FIGURES OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY



LISTS NOW AVAILABLE FOR ALL WARGAMES MODELS AND
ACCESSORIES PLUS COLLECTORS' FIGURES, SHIP MODELS AND
BOARD WARGAMES. WE ALSO SELL A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
BOOKS AND RULES. IF YOU HAVE A PARTICULAR REQUIREMENT RING
THE SHOP AT NOTTINGHAM 43457.

1/300 MICRO-TAN KS MODERN & WWII
Warsaw Pact dni3 M41 Light Tank 8p ItalianDN13 M41 Light Tank 8p Italian

105 mm Howitzer

M4 Artillery Tractor

German

T70MBT(1976) 8p
T55 8p
T62 8p
PT76 8p
ZSU57(SPAA) 8p
T54 8p
BTRSOpPB APC 8p
BTR40P. With Swatter

Missiles 8p
BMP76PB APC 8p
BTR50P APC 8p
SAM-6 AA Missile Carrier 8p
SAM-9 low level M Missiles 8p
122mm S.P. Gun (1976) 8p
UAZ 469 Jeep 8p
BRDM-2 Armoured Car 8p
BRDM-2 with Jaggor 8p
TBS Dozer 8p
TBS Mineclearer 8p
BM21 Rocket launcher 8p
ZSU-23-4 (SPAA) Bp

Chieftain
Centurion Mk 13
M48A2
Leopard
M60 A1 MBT
M60 A2 MBT
Scorpion
Jadgpz Kanone
Fox Armoured Car
Saladin Armoured Car
Saracen APC
FV432 APC

Mil3 APC
Striker with Swingfire AT

Missiles
Jagd Panzer Rakote
Marder
Abbot SPG
M110 203 mm S.P. Gun

Scimitar Light Tank
Ml 14 Recce Vehicle

DN34 FV432 with Rarden Cannon Bp
DN35 FV438 with Swingfire 8p
DN36 M109 155mm S.P. Howitzer Bp
DN37 Stalwart Amphibious Truck Bp
DN38 M577A1 Command Vehicle Bp
DN39 M548 Full Track Cargo

Vehicle Bp

French
DMF1 AMX13 Bp
DMF2 AMX30 Bp
DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles Bp
DMF10 AMXIOp APC Bp
DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles Bp
DMF16 GCT 155 mm S.P. Gun Bp
DMF17 AML H90 Armoured Car Bp
DMF12 AMX10RC Armoured Car Bp

Russian
DR1 KV1 Tank Bp
DR2 T34/76 Tank Bp
DR3 T34/85 Tank Bp
DR4 KV2 Tank Bp
DR5 BT 7 Tank 8p
0R6 JS II Tank Bp
DR7 Statin Tank Bp
DR8 KV/85 Tank Bp
DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car Bp
DRIB SU 76 Assault Gun Bp
DR16 SU 85 Assault Gun Bp
DR17 SU 100 Bp
DR18 SU 122 Assault Gun Bp
DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun Bp
DR30 Gaz 4x6 Truck Bp
DR31 Gaz4x4Truck Bp
DR22 Gaz Jeep Bp
DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun Bp
DR41 203 mm Tracked Howitzer Bp
DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher Bp
DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car Bp
DR32 Gaz 64 Vj Track Truck Bp
DR11 T70 Light Tank Bp
DR12 T26 Light Tank Bp

AT LAST STRATEGY & TACTICS

GAMES AT SKYTREX PRICES

(BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS HOLDERS MAY

TELEPHONE ORDERS TO US)

STANDARD GAMES £3.95 + 20p post
SEE LAST MONTHS ADVERTISEMENT FOR LIST

WARGAME RULES
LAND BATTLES
3000BC to 1250AD (W.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset)
Early Medieval (Birmingham)
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G.W. Jeffery

American Civil War
(Confederate High Command)

W.W.I. Land Rules (Skytrex)
Infantry Action 1 925-1 975 (W.R.G.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II
(Skytrex)

Leicester IVlicro-Warfare W.W.II
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.)
W.W.II Rules-basic (Mile Philpott &
Bob Thompson)

Musketeer Rules 1490-1690
Condottieri Rules 1300-1500
20th Century Skirmish Rules
(Paragon)

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar)
World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War II Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester)

FANTASY RULES
(including Middle Earth)

£1.05

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE:
1. Western desert (hardback) j
2. Russian campaign (hardback) i

1 /3000 ships
W.W.I

Great Britain

'Dreadnought
'St. Vincent
'Bellerophon
'Colossus
'Orion
'King George V
'Iron Duke

'Queen Elizabeth
'Royal Sovereign
'Invincible

'Indefatigable
'Lion

"Tiger
Blonde

Weymouth
Arethusa

Comos

*Von Der Tann
•Moltke
"Seydlitz
"Derflinger
"Westfalen

•Helgoland
•Kaiser

"Koenig
'Baden
Nuernburg
Augsberg
Breslau

Regensburg
*V25 (2)
•T1 50 (2)

D11 Ml 3/40 Tank
D12 Sermovente 75/18

D13 Autoblinda Armoured Car

French
DF1 Char B1 Tank

Crusader Tank Bp
Matilda Tank Bp
Valentine Tank Bp
Churchill Tank Bp
Cromwell Tank Bp
British A9 Tank Bp
Vickers Light Tank Bp
A13 Cruiser Tank Bp
A30 Challenger Bp
Crusader III AA Bp
Humber Armoured Car Bp
Stag Hound Armoured Car Bp
Daimler Armoured Car Bp
Harrington Armoured Car Bp
AEC Mk I Armoured Car Bp
Rolls Royce Armoured Car
(1930-41) Bp

Daimler Scout Car Bp
Bren Carrier Bp
White Scout Car Bp
Humber Staff Car Bp
Quad Truck Bp
Bedford QL 3-ton Truck Bp
Austin Bowser Bp
Scammell Pioneer Bp
Scammell Breakdown Crane Bp
Austin 3-ton Truck Bp
Austin 30-cwt Truck Bp
Morris 15-cwt Radio Truck Bp
Morris 15-cwt Bowser Bp
Scorpion Flail Bp
Centaur ARV Bp
Dorchester ACV Bp
25-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
25-pdr Gun (Limbered) Bp
17-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
6-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
2-pdr Gun (Firing) Bp
Bishop SP Gun Bp
Bofors Quad Bp
Archer 17-pdr SP Gun Bp
Priest SPG Bp
Buffalo L.V.T. Bp

American
DAI Grant Tank Bp
DA2 Sherman Tank Bp
DA3 Stuart Tank Bp
DA4 Sherman Firefly Bp
DA5 Pershing Bp
DA6 M24 Chaffee Light Tank 8p
DA10 MB Armoured Car 8p
DA11 M10 Tank Destroyer Bp
DAI 2 Ml8 Tank Destroyer Bp
DAI 3 M36 Tank Destroyer Bp
DA20 M3 Vz-Track Bp
DA21 'A-ton Jeep Bp
DA22 DUKW Bp
DA23 Mack 6x6 Truck Bp
DA24 Chev 30-cwt Truck Bp
DA25 Chev LRDG Truck Bp

DG1 PzKpfw.l Tank 8p
DG2 PzKpfw. 1 Tank Bp
DG3 PzKpfw.HI Tank Bp
DG4 PzKpfw. IV Tank F1 Bp
DG5 PZ.IVF2 Bp
DG6 Pz.lV aus. H Bp
DG7 Tiger 1 Tank Bp
DG8 Tiger II Tank Bp
DG9 Jagdtiger Bp
DG10 Panther Tank Bp
DG11 Jagdpanther 8p
DG12 Stug.ll) Assault Gun Bp
DG13 Elefant Bp
DG14 PzKpfw. 4.7 cm.Pak(t) Bp
DG15 PzKpfw. 38{t) 8p
DG16 Sturmtiger Bp
DG17 Nashorn 88 mm SP Gun Bp
DG18 Jagdpanzer IV Bp
DG19 Marder III Bp
DG20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer Bp
DG21 Sturmpanzer IV Bp
DG22 Marder HI Pak

76.2 mm (R) Bp
DG23 PzFH Wespe 105mm SP GunSp
DG24 Hummel

DG30 Sd.Kfz 222
Armoured Car Bp

DG31 Sd.KKffz 232
nAArd Car Bp

DG32 Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma) Bp
DG33 Sd.Kfz 233 Armoured

Car 7.5 L24 Bp
DG34 Sd.Kfz 234/4 Armoured

Car 7.5 Pak 40 Bp
DG40 Sd.Kfz. 250 Bp
DG41 Sd.Kfz. 250/8

7.5 cm L/24 Bp
DG42 Sd.Kfz. 250/9

Armoured Car 8p
DG43 Sd.Kfz. 250/4 80 mm

Self-Propelled Mortar 8p
DG46 Sd.Kfz. 251 V2-Track Bp
DG47 Sd.Kfz. 251/7

Engineer's Vehicle Bp
DG48 Sd.Kfz. 251/9

75mm L24 8p
DG49 Sd.Kfz. 251/16

Flame Thrower Bp
DG50 Sd.Kfz. 251/17

AA 20 mm Bp
DG56 Sd.Kfz 7 (88 Tractor) Bp
DG57 Sd.Kfz 7 (Open top) Bp
DG58 Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck Bp
DG59 Daimler Benz 3000L

20p *25p each

DECALSET CAST METAL
SHIPS 1/1200

Pentaconters (2)

Biremes

Phtoenician Biremes

Triremes

Athenian Triremes

Greek Merchant Vessel

Roman Triremes

. Egyptian Triremes

Quadriremes

Quinqueremes

Many more in slock including French I ALL Bp EACH

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars

by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)
Western Gunfight (Bristol)
Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath (W.R.G.)
How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson)

Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt & Assyria
(W.R.G.)

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome (W.R.G.)
Agincourt Battle & Dress Information.
Almark

The Napoleonic Wargame. G.W. Jeffery
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China

(W.R.G.)

Truck Bp
°P DG60 Opel Maultier Vz-Track Bp
8p DG61 Daimler Benz Bowser Bp
°P DG62 Kubelwagen Bp

^  8P DG63 Steyr 1500 Field Car Bp
8p DG64 Kettenkrad Bp
8P DG65 SiG33/150 mm SPG

38 (t) Bp
DG66 37 mm AA SPG Bp

op DG67 Saurer Heavy Truck Bp
Bp DG68 SWS 40 V2-Track Bp
Bp DG69 Mercedes Staff Car Bp
8p DG70 M/C Combination Bp
8p DG71 Ope! Radio Truck Bp

nk Bp DG72 Raupenschlepper ost Bp
8p DG80 5.0 cm Pak 38 (Firing) Bp
8p DG81 7.5 cm Pak 40 (Firing) Bp
8p DG82 8.8 cm Flak (Firing) Bp
8p DG83 8.8 cm Flak (Limbered) Bp
8p DG84 8.8 cm Pak 43 (Firing) Bp
8p DG85 105 mm Field Gun Bp
8p DG86 Nebelwerfer Bp
8p DG87 Ostwind AA SPG Bp
8p DGB8 7.5 cm Infantry Gun Bp
8p DG89 15 cm Infantry Howitzer Bp

We have large stocks of all available
Garrison 25 mm figures for rapid
despatch to reinforce your armies. Also
the new list gives details of many new
items in the 1 /3000 WWI and WWII ship
ranges.

AGENT FOR U.S.A.
Bill Dean Books Ltd., 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard.

Whitestone, New York 11357
Tel: 212 767-6632

POSTAGE AND PACKING

UK AFPO AND BFPO: 10% up to £5, over £5 Free
Overseas; 60% up to £7, 30% over £7

75% Garrison

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS

We accept your card numbers by letter or phone in your
order to Nottingham 43457

SKYTREX Ltd
28 CHURCH STREET,

WYMESWORLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE



InI776
American rebels took
arms against Britain.

See Britain's story ofthe American Revolution at the
1776 Exhibition. A vivid portrait ofBritain's war with
America and the eventual birth ofa great nation, with

reconstructions, models, audiovisual techniques,
music, weapons, paintings and personal effects

brilliantly telling the story of this turbulent period in
Anglo-American history.

National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London.
From 15 April-2 October 1976

Weekdays 10-7 (Mondays 26 April-12July and 13 Sept-2 Oct 4-7 pm only),
Sundays 12.30-7. Last adni. daily 6 pm. Adm. 85p. Pensioners, students and children 45p.

THE1776EXHIBITION
SPONSORED BYBARCLAYS BANK, THE TIMES AND

THE SUNDAY TIMES



ROS FIGURES

and HEROICS FIGURES
Ros Figures and Heroics figures combine to bring an unrivalled selection of micro-tanks, and Heroics unique range of1/300th
scale figures together. AII our figures are made of high quality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and proportion.

ROS WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
German

Panzer IIB

Panzer tIF
Panzer II Flame

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ
Panzer IIIM
Panzer IIIN

StuG IIIG
Panzer IVD
Panzer IVF1
Panzer IVF2
Panzer IVH
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Pz 38 (t)
Marder III SdKfz 139
Warder III H
Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G
Jagdpanlher
Tiger I E
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Efefant
Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag SdKfz 251/1N
Sd 251/10 + 3.7 Pak

Ostwind
Westwind

Sd 251/16 Flame
Sd 251 Rocket Launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket L
Sd 250
Sd 250/9 A/C
B IV demolition vehicle
Opel Blitz
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (Bp)
Schwimmwagen (Bp)
BMW + sidecar (Bp)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protze tractor
SdKfz 11 tractor
SdKfz 7 tractor
3.7cm Flak on SdKfz 7
Pak 35/36

Pak 38
Pak 40
Pak 43/41
Pak 43 8.8 on cruc. trail
7 62 Pak 36 (r)
10.5cm howitzer

15cm howitzer

17cm howitzer

8.8 Flak
7,5cm G36 mountain gun
7.5cm infantry gun
15cm infantry gun
Nebelwerfer
Karl tracked mortar (15p)

USSR UK 6 pdr Weasel
T34/76B Tetrarch 17 pdr M4 H.S. tractor

T34/76D Honey 25 pdr Dodge Weapons Carrier
T34/85 Grant 2 pdr ItaMan

KV1 Sherman M4A1 5.5 in howitzer M13/40

KV2 Firefly 7.2 in howitzer CV L6/40

SU85 Matilda Quad Semovente 75
SU 100 Valentine II Bedford QL Semovente 47/32
T35 Valentine IxX Chevrolet 15 cwt 47/32 AT + crew
T28 Archer Chevrolet 3 ton

JS II Bishop Scorpion Flail Railway Items
JS III Churchill III USA German Armoured Loco

ISU 152 Churchill M3 Stuart (30p)
T-26B SBG Bridgelayer (lOp) M5 Stuart German Arm'd Wagon
BA-10 Churchill AVRE (lOp) M24 Chaffee with turreted 105mm and
BA-32 Churchill Crocodile (lOp) M18 Hellcat 37mm AA (20p)
T-70 Churchill Arc (lOp) M4A3 Sherman Pz 38(t) on flat with ramp
BA-64 Ram Kangaroo M4A3E2 (15p)
GA2-AAA A9 M4A3E8 Flat car for minp defence
GA2-60 A10 M4A1 dozer (lOp)
JAG-12 A13 M10
GA2-67 (6p) Crusader 1 M36 German Panzerdraisine
Katyusha on Studebaker Crusader III M26 Pershing rail patrol trolley
Katyusha on GAZ Cromwell M7B1 Priest
M42 45mm AT Comet M12 155mm Russian Arm'd Loco (30p)
M41 57mm AT Challenger M3 '-^-track Russian Arm'd wagon
M44 100mm AT Sherman Crab (lOp) T19 105mm with T-34 turrets (20p)
M39 76.2mm Sherman DD (lOp) M3 75mm GMC Russian fiat car (lOp)
M37 122mm howitzer Marmon Herrington Jeep (6p)
152mm howitzer Humber A/C LVT Buffalo Curved track (6p)
203mm tracked hoitzer Daimler S/c Greyhound M8 Straight track (6p)
SU 76 Daimler A/C Studebaker 2/2 ton
SU-37-1 Universal Carrier 3in AT gun

75mm Pack howitzer

Rommel Personality
Komsomlets Sexton Set including
Stalinets Wasp flame thrower 105mm howitzer Rommel. Staff Officer
RT-7 ACV Dorchester 155mm Long Tom Dispatch riders and

ACV AEC M16 SPAA Half-track (25p)

Ros Micro-AFV's are all 9p except where marked.

HEROICS FIGURES
SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops

SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Rusfsian Infantry Support Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support Weapons
German DFS 230 Assault glider lOp
British Horsa Glider 25p
Hamilcar Glider with Tetrarch lank 35p

MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pact Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pact Infantry Support Weapons.

Herioics l/300th scale figurines are ideal for wargaming, They are sturdy, highly detailed, take up little room, cost 1/10th the price of most 25mm figures, and can be painted
effectively in 1/20th the time. Try real wargaming today, send SAE for full lists of Ancient. ACW, Napoleonic. WW2 and Modern Period Figures. Watch out too for new ECW.
7 yrs war. AWI and other periods. Packs of 50 inf. 20 cav or 6 guns 60p.

HPROir^Q lUlOr^PDM DPDIOr^ HEROICS FIGURES 1/300th scale, packs of BOInf, 20cav, 60p. AriCnVi/IV.rO tVIVg/L^Cm^l r^CmVu/L/ selection of our Napoleonic period figures, many others available,

MICRO-TANKS I including Russian, Austrian, Spanish, Bavarian and Polish.
Soviet

T-70
T-62

T-55

T-55 dozer
T-55 mine-clearer

T-10M

PT-76

BMP 76PB

BTR-40P with swatter
BTR-60PB
BRDM-2

BRDM-2 with sagger
ASU-85
UAZ-469

BM-21 rocket launcher
ZSU-23-4

ZSU-57-2
D30 1 22mm gun
152mm M-1955 how

M-55 100mm AT
Mil Mi-24 (hind) (15p)
Sukhoi Su-7 (1 Bp)
BTR-50
BMD Para APC

BM-14 RL

M60A2
M551 Sheridan

Ml 13

Ml 63 Vulcan

Ml 14

Ml 09

M728 CEV
Commando

XR311

M41 Walker Bulldog
M42 Duster
MB0A1 Dozer
Ml 13+ Recoilless Rifle

Jeep+ Recoilless Rifle
Ml 10 SP Howitzer
M548 Tracked Carrier
Bell Iroquois
Huey Cobra (15p)
Skyhawk (1 5p)
Israeli Sherman

Swedish

S-tank'

1kv91*

UK

Chieftain

Centurion

Centurion AVRE Fi
FV432 A!
FV438 Swingfire Al
Abbot Al
Saladin Al
Saracen EE
Fox Al
Ferret Al
Ferret 2/6 Af
Scorpion Af
Scimitar Je
Striker Af
Rapier
Jaguar (15p)
Spartan

German
Leopard Al
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder
Gepard
Jagdpanzer Rakete
Jagdpanzer Kanone
Spz 12-3
Spz n-2

French

AMX-30
AMX-13
AMX-13 + SS11
AML H-90
EBR-75

AMX-30 155 how
AMX-10
AMX-30 with Roland
AMX-10 with HOT
Jeep with Entac
AMX -13 + HOT

NATO infantry BOpper packof 50NATO Heavy weapons 60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Inf
60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons 60p pack of 50. Many other periods
available send SAE for full lists.

Heroics Modern Tanks are 9p aircraft and helicopter gunships are 15p.

Postage and Packing: UK 10% in £. Overseas airmail 40% in £ overseas seamail 20% in£.
Europe 15% in £ £1 = $2.07

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleon, Marshals

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS

MFN5 Grenadiers of the Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN11 Chasseurs a Chevat of the

Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard

MFN8 Foot Artillery of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFN1 Line Infantry (Grenadiers)
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr. Carabiniers
MFN10 Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Line
MFN12 Hussars

MFN13 Lancers of the Line
MFN3 Foot Artillery
MFN15 Fr. Gun Teams
MFN18 Fr. Wagons and Teams

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS

MBN16 Wellington ,& Generals
MBNl British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co.
MBNl4 British Light Infantry
MBNl 5 British Light Infantry skir

mishing
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN8 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen
MBN17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN10 British Hussars
MBN11 Brit. Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBNl 2 Brit. Gun Teams
MBN13 Brit. Wagons

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons "
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery

MAIL ORDER
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
endeavour will be made to fulfil first choices.

We dccept ACCESS and BARCLAYCAPD
Just send your card number

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. SE1 U K



WARGAMEx60 = T he largest selection of military simulation games ever presented: 60 games re

creating famous battles from every period of history and at every level of operation — from the tactics of the Greek

phalanx to the mechanised armies of Germany to the plane-to-plane electronic warfare of tomorrow. Exciting

games of decisive action that allow you to assume the roles of the greatest commanders in history . . . enabling you

to replay events and explore alternative outcomes.

mtheI/I/EST
Wll in Western Europe, 1939-1945

• The largest game ever produced!
• 2,400 land, air and naval unit counters
• Five Scenarios — up to 302 Game-Turns
• German Production Economy
• U-Boats and Strategic Bombing
• Amphibious Assaults and Airborne Operations
• Strategic Air, Naval and Rail Transport
• Three-colour map in nine 22"x34" sections — 46

sq.ft. of map showing ail of Europe.

Soviet Theatre of Operations; the Russian

and production capacity being withdrawn xof^pt^V to^at|iac|t Russia^ l^owev^, the '

aircraft being allocated among the various fronts. Airborne

dropped by air. There are multiple Weather Zones outlined
on the map, with a variety of effects to represent the
problems of warfare under clear, mud and snow conditions :. j..,_ii^}■ .TfTK-;,■ . X- ■
over widely scattered areas. A complete body of Political ' ,
Rules is also provided to help govern the actions of the various neutrals and belligerents under the shitting
fortunes of war. , ^

There are five Scenarios: Poland, France 1940, North Africa, Italy and France 1944. Each Scenario is provided
with the historical placement of the units involved. In addition, the Scenarios can be used as a starting point for a
Campaign Scenario covering the remainder of the war.

Z-PACK GAMES =
STANDARD AND QUADGAMES ARE NOW AVAILABLE PACK
ED IN MINIGRIP POLYTHENE BAGS. THE CONTENTS OF THESE
ARE IDENTICAL TO THE BOXED GAMES EXCEPT FOR THE
PACKAGING. WHEN ORDERING Z-PACKS SUBSTITUTE THE
FOLLOWING PRICES FOR THOSE SHOWN IN OUR COUPON
BELOW:
Boxed Game Price £3.99 Z-Pack Price £2.99
Boxed Game Price £4.55 Z-Pack Price £3.75
Boxed Game Price £5.45 Z-Pack Price £4.45
Boxed Game Price £6.75 Z-pack Price £5.75
Boxed Game Price £7.99 Z-Pack Price £6.99
Boxed Game Price £10.99 Z-Pack Price £8.99
Boxed Game Price £15.50 Z-Pack Price £13.50

STRATEGY
& TACTICS

THE MILITARY
HISTORY

MAGAZINE WITH
A GAME IN IT!

DOING HISTORY: Now, instead of merely
reading about the great campaigns and
battles that shaped the times we live in, you
can do it! There's no more exciting way to
understand a famous conflict than comman
ding the units that made the history.
Directing the troops over a map of the actual
battlefield, watching the shift and flow of the
changing front lines as your forces advance,
retreat, and counterattack. Every other
month, subscribers to Strategy & Tactics
get a chance to do exactly that. They do it by
using the conflict simulation game that
comes in every issue of S & T.
CONFLICT SIMULATIONiS are serious
games that enable you to recreate famous
military situations and replay them, some
thing like a game of chess. To understand. To
solve. To win where others have lost.
YOU'LL GET a ready-to-play simulation
game in each issue of S & T, including a
large terrain map, die-cut playing pieces,
and complete rules. You'll also get two
feature length historical articles (one which
may deal with the same subject as the game)
plus game and book reviews, and commen
tary on simulations development.

Here are some of the great games that have been published in S&T
Magazine:
USN • Winter War • KampfPanzer • Tank • PanzerArmee Afrika • The
American Civil War • Wolfpack • Sixth Fleet • Frederick the Great • Battle
for Germany • Punic Wars
THIS MONTH'S ISSUE CONTAINS « cpfpiai FRFP
"BREITENFELD", THIRTY YEARS WAR GIFT TO NEW SUB-
®4TTLE SCRIBERS:

|  Napoleon at Water-
'  iVi - "Vns, f history's greatest
I  ''i Vi battle presented in a
t  ̂ ^ * game specially creat-

introduce new
reader/gamers to the
essentials of conflict

p* « 1 simulation.
'f GIVEN WITH EVERY
V  I new 1, 2 or 3 YEAR

Kt r J SUBSCRIPTION
M  f/ BIG DISCOUNTS-
I \i t Vj. \ ' J /' ' Subscribers to S&T

' ■ also enjoy substantial
. 1 -1 iki i 1 ^.!li discounts on our full

line of games. See
details below.

The physical components of all games are generally similar, consisting of a
playing map printed on cardstock or heavy paper (usually 22" x 35"), 1 (X) to
400 die-cut, cardboard playing pieces, and complete rules. Standard and
Quad games are individually packaged in a specially designed, multi-
compartmented plastic tray with a handsomely illustrated cover. Our low-
priced Folio Series Games are packaged in an illustrated 9" x 12" glossy
folder (with an interior pocket to hold the components). Folio Games have
17" X 22" maps and 100 counters. Note that most of the Folio Games may
also be had as a part of a QuadriGame — a set of four related Folios
packaged in a single plastic box.

hrrfC^m
I A1 1 T '1 i

Here's most of the collection . . .
(Listed alphabetically)
FOLIO GAMES
□ Battle of the Nations £2
□ Battle of Wilderness f2
□ Bloody Ridge £2
□ Chattanooga £2
□ Fredericksburg £2
□ Hooker & Lee £2
□ Jena-Auerstadt £2
□ Leyte £5
□ Marengo £2
□ Okinawa £2
□ Saipan £2
□ Wagram £2

STANDARD & QUAD GAMES
(11 American Civil War £4
D American Revolution £4
□ Ardennes Offensive £4
□ Austerlitz £4
□ Barbarossa £4
□ Blue & Gray Quads £t
□ Blue & Gray II Quads £(
□ Borodino £^
□ Breakout & Pursuit £*
□ Bull Run £^
O"CA" £^
□ Chariot £^
Q Combined Arms £*
(□ Desert War £*
□ Dreadnought £^
□ East is Red £'
□ Fast Carriers £1
□ Foxbat & Phantom £*
□ Frederick the Great £'

□ Global War
□ Grenadier

£2-65 Q Island War Quads
£2.65 □ Invasion America
£2.65 □ Kamfpanzer
£2.65 □ Kursk
£2.65 □ La Grande Armee
£2.65 □ Lee Moves North
£2.65 □ Legion
£2.65 GMech.War'??
£2.65 □ Modern Battle Quads
£2.66 □ Moscow Campaign
£2.65 □ Musket & Pike
£2.65 □ Napoleon De Luxe

□ Napoleonic Quads
ES □ NATO
£4.55 □ Normandy
£4.55 □ Operation Olympic
£4.65 □ Panzer Armee Afrika
£4.55 □ Panzer '44
£4.55 □ Patrol
£6.75 □ Red Star/White Star
£6.75 □ Search 8t Destroy
£4.55 □ Seelowe
£4.55 □ Sinai
£4.55 □ Sixth Fleet
£4.65 □ Sniperl
£4.55 □ Soldiers
£4.55 □ Solomons Campaign
£4.55 □ Sorcerer
£4.55 □ Spartan
£4.55 □ Spitfire
£5.45 □ Starforce
£4.55 □ Strategy 1
£4.55 □ Tank
£4.56 □ Turning Point

D U.S.N. £4.55
□ Viking £4.55

£6.75 □ War in the East £10.99
£4.55 □ War in the West £15.50
£6.75 □ Westwall Quadrigame £6.75
£6.75 Q Winter War £4.56
£4.65 □ Wolfpack £4.55
£4.55 □ World War II £4.55
£4.55 □ World War III £4.55
£4.55 □ Yeoman £4.55

IIIb strategy e. tactics£g"75 □ Single Issue £2.00
£4.55 SUBSCRIPTIONS

^ 6 months (3 issues) £4.35
□ 1 year (6 issues) £8.10
□ 2 years (12 issues) £15.60
□ 3 years (18 issues) £22.50

£^'Kg □ Free illustrated leaflet
£4 55 SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNTS
£4 55 WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO
£4"b5 STRATEGY & TACTICS THROUGH us
£4"b5 YOU ARE ENTITLED TO THE
£4'b5 DISCOUNTS DETAILED BELOW.
£3 99 STANDARD AND QUADGAME
£3 99 DISCOUNTS INCREASE WITH THE
£4 55 QUANTITY OF GAMES BOUGHT IN
£4'55 any ONE ORDER:£4^55 Folio games, any quantity —10%
£4!65 Z-Pack Games, any quantity —10%
£5.45 1-2 Standard/QuadGames —10%
£4.55 3-5 Standard/QuadGames —15%
£4.55 6-11 Standard/QuadGames —20%
£4!55 12-1-Standard/QuadGames —25%
£7!99 THESE DISCOUNTS MAY BE TAKEN
£4.55 AT THE SAME TIME AS YOU TAKE
£4.55 OUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Send with cheque or P.O. to:

Simulations Pubiications UK
Wl

DEPT. IW96 FREEPOST, CROWN PASSAGES,
HALE, ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE WA15 6BR

Telephone: 061 941 1533

(Please print full name and address)

□ Frigate £4.56 □ Turning Point £4.55 OUl YUUH bUBbLKiKiiUN
'Prices quoted are those prevailing at press date and are subject to

tClients already on our Mailing List have an A/C Code, please enter this
in the spaceprovided. This will ensure speedier clearance of your order.

Prices include P&P in Britain, Ireland and the Channel Isles. Overseas
orders (except B.F.P.O.) please apply for postal charges.

PLEASE ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS FOR INLAND DELIVERY

alteration due to economic conditions'.
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EDITORIAL

As I dictate this it is 8.30 a.m. on the 1st July 1976 '
- exactly 60 years ago today the Battle of the Somme Began
and in the hour that has passed since the British New Army
went over the top at 7.30 a.m. at least 20,000 men have ^m^PShH|||B^j|BRHPPI|PPI
fallen. By the end of this fine summer's day in Picardy, 3Bf '
the British Army has taken 60,000 casualties in what was
the greatest disaster to British arms in the history of
this Nation. Just over a month ago, in company with others
of the Military Historical Society, 1 spent a most emotive
week touring these battlefields which, more than any others I have ever tramped, seem still to be
alive with the very spirits of the men who were brave or timid, wounded or killed. The sobering effect
that this has had on me has led to the reflection that most of our present-day troubles probably
started on the 1st July I916 when a fine army imbued with a crusading spirit backed by a comradeship
that has probably never been surpassed,found themselves shattered both physically and morally. Since
then this Nation has steadily lost respect for its leaders, questioned authority and viewed with
cynical detachment the judgements of those who are supposed to possess the capacity to intelligently
guide our lives.

What has all this got to do with wargaming might well be asked? Well, there were those of us in
the party who said more than once - "No sensible wargamer would send his armies into this" or "If the
British Commanders had been wargamers they would have handled this differently." With hindsight this
might be correct and certainly there is reason for questioning the convictions and judgement of Haig
and Rawlinson in their headquarters some 13 and 19 miles behind the lines respectively. In justifica
tion, they were not blessed with that God-like vision that enables the wargamer to adeptly cope with
surprise and concealment but perhaps had the battle been fought as a wargame, aided by such modern
accessories as computers, the error of their judgements might have come to light and saved a military
disaster. It is said that the great German victory of Tannenberg in 191^ was master-minded by having
been pre-played as a wargame and I well remember facing across the table the redoubtable Brigadier
Peter Young DSO.,MC., who handled his miniature figures in such true military style that I hardly
managed to get on the table! Incidentally, Peter Young is firmly of the opinion that his pre-1939
wargaming activities greatly aided hiin in his attitude towards the minor tactics required for his
commando operations. H.G.Wells, the Grand-daddy of wargaming, as long ago as before World War I wrote
that all Kings and blood-thirsty generals should be made to fight their wars out with model soldiers
and toy cannon. Conversely, this might lead to the belief that table-top wargamers would make good
generals - a typically stupid question that has been asked me time-and-time again on T.V. and radio.
They certainly would NOT make good generals if only for the conflicting reasons that their profligate
activities with inanimate metal or plastic figures would make them sodisregardless of human life as to
incur disaster or else they would identify themselves so closely with the men under their command as
to refuse to take even the minor necessary risks of warfare.

Greater military brains than mine have also been struck with the dis-similarity between training
and real warfare - John Keegan of the R.M.A. at Sandhurst, increasingly disturbed by the manner in
which officer-cadets are trained in their approach to warfare, ; has written a book "The.Faces
of Battle" which lays it all right on the line. Read it - it not only will revolutionise your ideas
of warfare but probably turn your table-top attitude and tactics upside-down!

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 30p per copy + 9p postage - £4.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £^.50p (if paying in 0 please allow 50c for Bank handling charge).
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GUIDELINES FOR WARGAMES RULES

(The author, a Canadian from Willowdale, Ontario, omitted to attach his name! But we thank him!)

At some point in his career, every wargamer has wanted or will want to create his own personalised
set of rules. The reason for this is that wargamers are all individualists, and our direction of re
search, and interpretation of historical facts, will vary. You may, hecause of your readings, disagree
entirely with a commercial rule publisher's ideas on the use of the lance, or the breaking of a square,
which mar for you an otherwise excellent set of rules. Sometimes you feel you could do better.

There are basically two ways to go about making a personalised set of rules. The first is to
write your own. This is usually the best method, and it can involve either starting from scratch, or
stealing bits and pieces you like from various published sets. Unfortunately, often a set of rules
compiled by a person is looked on by himself and others as "home-grown", and not up to scratch with
commercial products. The second, and easier, course is to obtain a set of published rules you like,
and modify those parts you do not like. In both cases you must be careful of the balance of the rules.
The following are some guidelines for achieving or maintaining balance within a set of rules that you
are working on.

The first determination is whether the rules are to be strategic or tactical in nature. If the
rules are strategic, then they should involve high casualty rates, and quick and definite morale re
sults between conflicting units, i.e. at the end of a turn, one or the other of two units in conflict
should be falling back. For infantry (and possibly artillery, if you wish) it should include the
ability to move, or part-move, and fire at the same time. To counter this, melee results should not
be weighted in favour of charging infantry, as the defending infantry has no great advantage over them.
The move distance should be such that units can get into action quickly (inf. 8" - 12" cross-country).

If the rules are to be tactical, infantry should only be able to move or fire, artillery should
have move distance deducted for limbering and unlimbering. The moves should be shorter in distance
(inf. A" — 8" cross—country). The casualties should be considerably lower, since they are spread over
more turns, and moving targets will generally be in range for longer before units can make contact.
The morale should contain less severe or even partial results (e.g. unit coming under fire has low
morale, is forced to stop, but may return fire), for you will be checking morale more frequently, and
in a tactical game you will have opportunities to do things that could not be included in a strategic
game. If your tactical rules are formulated properly, you may see the same unit charging and taking
a position several times, only to get thrown out by counterattacks each time. Melee results must be
weighted heavily in favour of charging troops, for there must be a good reason for them to charge into
the face of firing infantry without being able to reply. As a quick check, you should be using
strategic rules if you have a wargame with over 200 figures a side that you cannot leave set up over
night.

The period under consideration will affect your rules considerably. You have to take into account
the weapons capabilities, tactics and training of the period, as these will influence the balance of
the rules. For instance. Ancient archers had a fair range, but the arrow is not quite such a man-
stopping device as an ounce of lead, and a lot depended on their number and deployment. Mediaeval
archers generally had better bows, which gave them up to twice the range of their Ancient counterpart,
but they had difficulty making an impression on full plate armour - thus the rise of the shorter range
but more powerful crossbow, with their armour-piercing (A.P.) quarrel. Training could have as much
effect on tactics (and thus rules) as can weaponry. In the Seven Years War, the well-trained infantry
could stop charging cavalry with their firepower alone, whereas Napoleonic infantry with their slightly
longer range musket were forced to form square in the face of hostile horsemen. Conversely, A.C.W.
infantry were able to repel cavalry, not by their superior training, but by longer range rifled muskets-
and of course, anything in a solid formation that came near a First World War Infantry unit would get
shot up badly. Be careful that your rules reflect the weapons and training of the time, and not the
tactics. For if your rules are reasonable, the tactics of the period will be the most effective to use
in your wargame under those rules.

1 do not mean by the proceeding statement that one should have clauses in one's rules that say,
"Infantry may only charge the enemy in column" or "an independent battalion of skirmishers may not
skirmish the whole battalion at once", or "You may not fire into a melee". One should never have to
say that a certain tactic may or may not be used; the rules should be put together such that the
tactical practices that succeeded on the battlefield will also be the most useful under general con-*
ditions on the table. Under these conditions the rules are usually flexible enough to provide for
alternate tactics under unusual or emergency conditions. For example, 1 have a small section in my
rules setting out the distribution of casualties between the two contenders of a melee that is fired
into, plus modifications to morale; my morale rules provide that any group of skirmishers that are un
supported by formed troops are less inclined to stick around. So, if you need unsupported skirmishers
for a short time, or want to fire into a melee, you can. If enemy cavalry is cutting down the routed
remnants of one of your infantry battalions, and the whole mess (technically a melee) is approaching
one of your batteries, the gunners may fire in their own defence.

This leads us to the most important point - the proper balancing of your rules. Your movements
firepower and range, and morale, must be co—ordinate'd in such a way as to represent what would
actually happen. For ex^ple, the weapons of the Seven Years War were rather short range and in
accurate, but the well—disciplined troops were able to hold their fire and deliver a devastating volley
at point blank range, one of which was usually sufficient to repel charging cavalry. Infantry as a
rule could not come to grips. An attacking battalion would invariably be forced to stop and fire before
the crunch, and whoever could least stand the musketry would have to retire. Appropriate rules would
have short range but effective musketry, and morale rules that would force a unit of low morale to halt
but not necessarily retire. The determination of the ability to hold fire until short range would be
extremely important, especially against cavalry. Morale between conflicting infantry units may be
inversely related such that, as the morale of one goes up, the other's goes down, until one gets enough
nerve to charge the intervening few yards just about the time the other decides to retire.



Contrasted to this is the Napoleonic period of the less well discipiined soldier. Musket range
is slightly increased, hut the firepower of the hadly trained unit is so ineffectual that things can,
and in fact have to, he decided hy the hayonet. Musket range should then he just slightly longer than
that of the Seven Years War. It should not however, he effective enough such that it would necessarily
stop charging infantry. As opposed to earlier period, foot artillery should have a good enough move
distance so that it would he advantageous to relocate it during the course of the hattle.

The infantry of the A.C.W. were prohahly no better trained or disciplined that their European
predecessors of 50 years. However, with their rifled musket they were ahle to engage the enemy at a
much greater distance. Even a single line in open order could not approach closer than kO yards to
steady infantry. But if frontal attacks were virtually impossible, flank attacks, (if you could find
an open flank) were usually assured of success. For a hattle line that is only one man deep and 300
to 1,000 men wide is going to he exceedingly difficult to manoeuvre. If a regiment had to change
facing at all, it had to he done one company at a time This evolution could he done in hattle hy
only the most highly disciplined troops such as the British in the Crimea. If attempted hy an in
experience unit, it usually resulted in chaos, providing an excellent target for an attacking unit.

The point is, of course, that in making up or changing rules, one should try to maintain a balance
between the different elements of the rules. The movement, weapons range and firepower, and morale
should he co-ordinated in such a way that they represent the norm of the time. For instance, if an
A.C.W. unit is allowed three volleys against an enemy infantry unit between the time it moves within
range and the time that they come to grips (e.g. range 18", move 6"), and the averages obtainable for
the three respective volleys are set at, say 1, 2 and k figures casualties, then the morale loss from
taking h casualties in one turn, or 7 over three turns, (or better yet, both taken into account) should
he more than enough to stop the attacking unit in its tracks. Conversely, if the identical situation
were set in Napoleonic times, the range would he reduced to maybe 9" (move distance 6") such that the
defending troops could get into one, and maybe two volleys at the enemy. Then if one average (short
range) volley caused 4 casualties, then the morale rules should he adjusted such that, depending on the
discipline of the troops, that may or may not he enough to stop them before the crunch. Of course, the
discipline of the defending troops would tend to affect its firepower, and thus its stopping power. A
Seven Years War infantry unit should have a range about equal to their move distance, allowing them to
get in only one volley, hut that one volley should he devastating and more than enough to stop the
enemy.

The crux of the matter is, then, that as you create or change certain important parts of your
rules, (movement, musket range, firepower, morale) other parts must he altered to suit. For example,
if you take a balanced set of rules and double the weapons range without changing any other element of
the rules, then you will double the number of shots projectile troops can fire related to movement
distance, which will have the general effect of doubling the casualties per game, doubling the chance
of a morale loss making such loss twice as severe, and quartering the chance of a melee. To compensate
for doubled range and maintain a balanced set of rules, you can do one of three things, in descending
order of preference; you can a) halve firepower, b) double move distance, or c) cut down on the morale
results.

By the same token, doubling the move distance of a set of rules without changing aught else might
provide you with tiie strange experience of seeing an infantry unit moving from out of range into melee
with an enemy unit without a shot being fired. Or the levy unit that should have taken two steady
volleys from the Guard unit, takes only one, makes it past the single morale check (instead of two)
and, to everyone's surprise, ends up crossing swords with the valiant enemy legions. Obviously the
weapons range should be increased to compensate.

To create the kind of rules that suit you, you should first determine the average casualties in
figures that you want a unit-to-unit confrontation to result in per turn. Then you must co-ordinate
your missile range with your movement, such that a unit will deliver a certain number of volleys per
turn between the time an enemy unit comes into range and the time it comes into contact. Determine
also how you want your casualties spread over the various volleys. The casualties at different ranges
as an enemy infantry unit approaches should average out to the number you determined at the beginning
of this paragraph. In doing this remember that the closer the target, the more likely it is to be hit;
as a famous modern General once said, the average soldier, no matter how accurate his rifle, still
cannot hit the broad side of a barn door past 100 paces. When you are writing rules for melee, it
should be the same as your rules for firing, for simplicity's sake; however, the results should be more
casualty-producing than the firepower, for the men were shooting, clubbing and stabbing each other at
a range at which they could not miss.

Once you have got this far, test your rules out with a few very simple actions - line two battal
ions of equal size up against each other and have a stationary fire-fight. Replace the casualties and
do it again a couple of times. Change the range and go through it again a few more times. Then try
moving a unit in column from out of range into contact with a stationary unit in line defending itself
with firepower. After a few experiments of this type, you will get an impression of the average, high
and low casualties. If it does not "feel" the way you want it to, modify slightly your method of de
termining casualties and try it out again.

Once you have your
suggest a couple of "fi
more complex situation,
that are well-balanced

previously envisioned,
infantry and artillery
and the earlier unit-to

so far are working out
portant determination b

movement and casualty determination worked out to your satisfaction, 1 would
ght to the last man" battles to get an idea of how your basic rules work in a

These little affairs can be quite fun and very instructive. Use equal teams
including all arms. You will stiunble across complex situations you had not
You may also see the effect of converging fire, and the combined firepower of
in attack and defence. When you make a comparison between these test battles
-unit confrontations, you will start to get an idea whether or note the rules
to your satisfaction. If they are not, adjust the mechanics. This is an im-
efore you move on to the next step.

If you have done some play testing of your basic rules before you start to consider morale rules,
it will help immeasurably. You will have gotten a good idea of how hot the pace can be. You should



have an idea of when a unit's morale would go had, and what you can hase your morale considerations
on. You will invariably come across situations where you say to yourself, "That should not happen",
and will be able to make adjustments accordingly.

The mechanics of determining morale, the situations that you want to have an influence on a
unit's morale, and the results of a bad morale check, are all up to you. I am sure you have had ex
perience with other sets of rules, and found many things you liked and otherwise. Build your morale
rules according to the ideas you liked most, and they will be the best for you.

Once you have your rules basics squared away, you can start adding those extra rules according
to your own particular tastes. By this I am referring to such subsidiary rules as will cover special
weapons, special troops, special tactics, and what constitutes a charge, or an open flank, the
difference in training of various troops, how long it would take to perform certain tactical manoeuvres
or evolutions, etc.; all according to your own interpretations of your own researches. This is where
the individuality of creating your own set of rules comes in, and the fun of it, too!

Since your range represents weapons capabilities, firepower is your troop's training, and morale
their discipline, then if these things are altered to suit the times, a well written set of rules,
modified accordingly, could suit any period. The only things that would need drastic change are the
individual rules that apply only to that period.

The figure scale you use for your army will have an effeet on your rules as well. For the size
of the unit and the area it covers has a decided influence both on the amount of casualties it in
flicts, and receives. A A8-man battalion has twice as many men to fire (volleys), and is twice the
target (i.e. twice as many enemy can line up opposite it) as would be a 2^-man battalion. This will
have a definite effect on morale results. Also one must remember that the larger a unit the more
difficult it is to manoeuvre, especially in line.

A final note on wargames rules concerns the eontroversy between organised wargames, playability
versus realism. Playability demands a fairly simple set of rules that might very well have to sacri
fice some of the finer details to speed and simplicity. This can be gotten around by such physical
artifices as mounting heavy cavalry 3 to a stand and giving it the same power as a larger 4 figure
light cavalry stand or even larger 5 or 6 figure stands. It also generally requires opponents who
know each other and get along well together, for there will invariably be certain basic parts of the
rules that need to be understood (such as the exact way of moving troops, or what constitutes a flank,
etc.). If these things are not cleared up before the geime begins, then the game may never end for the
arguments.

If you are striving for realism, then you are going to need to continuously reference rules and
tables that differentiate between types of troops and weapons capabilities, or you are going to need
to memorise the essence of many of these rules. The more details that are incorporated into your rules,
the more the various elements of your rules need to be defined, including those parts of the rules
that were previously understood. However, do not fall into the false assumption that if you write a
volume that defines every part of your rules, that you will eliminate arguments. For even the most
carefully written definitions contain loopholes, and are subject to differing interpretations.

Remember that, just as wargaming is a microcosmic representation of our society's major conflicts,
so also can wargames rules be compared to our laws and customs. (Do not forget that the civilised
nations got together this century and prepared a comprehensive handbook on how to conduct a war - the
Geneva Convention). Customs are an understanding between inhabitants of a region on how they should
conduct themselves, and if each does accordingly, then everyone benefits. Laws are enforceable re
strictions on now we must conduct ourselves, subject to the whims and discriminations of he who enforces
the law. Customs are few and simple, and easy to remember. Laws are plentiful, complex and contra
dictory, requiring an expensive specialist to sort out. They often infringe upon individual rights
for the benefit of the common good. Legal libraries are hugej legal proceedings may take years to
get a simple result, and the results will depend strongly on judicial interpretation and precedent.
Beware, for laws beget laws.

It may be immediately obvious to you that I have a preference for simpler rules. My own tactical
Napoleonic rules contain only one reference chart (morale: unavoidable for the particular period), and
after playing several games with them, I can now wargame all day without referring to them once. Thus
a game moves along quickly, despite the fact that my games invariably involve thousands of figures. I
will also modestly claim that my regular opponents prefer my simple but comprehensive rules to the
many commercial sets we have from time to time imported from your country and elsewhere.

1 hope these guidelines will be of value to those who are working on their own set of rules. I
have used the horse-and-musket period as my main example for three reasons: l) it is the most popular;
2) it is the period in which the regimentation and wargames capabilities are most visibly obvious; and
3) it is the period with which I am most familiar.

BOOK REVIEWS - Continued from Page 24

This delightful book is a facsimile reprint of the 1882 edition with an informative and lucid
Foreword by Dr.O.N.Ransford (a noted authority on this period), an Index, 17 pages of illustrations and
a full colour dust jacket. Colonial wargamers will lick their lips at this the sixth issued in the
Africana Reprint Library series of facsimile reproductions of early South African works, which will
eventually comprise 24 matching volumes, designed to cover the major areas of historical narrative and
are issued at two-monthly intervals. Bearing the doubtful distinction of being the only war that the
British lost during the whole of Queen Victoria's long reign, the Anglo-Boer conflict of 1880-81 has
much for the wargamer who seeks to reverse the major disasters at Majuba Hill, Laing's Nek, Ingogo and
the besieged towns. An era of white helmets and red tunics, bands playing and flags flying (Laing's
Nek is reputably the last occasion on which British infantry went into action with colours flying) the
enemy blended skilfully with familiar terrain and used their rifles brilliantly. This book is thorough
ly recommended to everyone but particularly Colonial wargamers.



TALKING WARGAMING

THE LAST INDIAN MUTINY SURVIVORS AT THE ROYAL HOSPITAL. CHELSE

In the late 1920's there were two veterans, both fairly
hale and hearty — Private Franklin who served in the 52nd
Light Infantry and was with Nicholson's Moveable Column formed
in the Punjab which did much good work in the mutinous dis
tricts before joining the besieging force at Delhi. Franklin
was among those who went through the Cashmere gate with a
storming party after the gate had been blown upo He mentioned Wl
that they were wearing "slobs" and that liquor was exposed in
the streets by tlie rebels to intoxicate the attackers; he was
wounded in the leg by a musket-ball. In his 91st year, Sgt.
Brereton of the SSth Connaught Rangers was one of the force
left by Sir Colin Campbell under "Redan" Wyndham to garrison
Cawnpore when Sir Colin advanced on Lucknow to relieve the
Residency and bring away the women and children - a so-called
second relief. Sgt. Brereton confirmed that the 88th wore
red-coats.

ooOoo

Flank marches are to be avoided, and when made should be as short and in as brief a time as
possible.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

jlkv" fri.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by John Cook;

In fifteen years, or thereabouts, of reading the Newsletter, Intelligence in wargames is a
subject I have hardly ever seen touched upon. Although in the period under discussion (Napoleonic)
intelligence was nothing like the subject it has since become, it was nevertheless of great importance.
After all, one of the main roles of all those glamorous light cavalry units was the acquisition of
information. They were indeed the eyes and ears of the commander in those days before aerial photo
graphy and battlefield surveillance devices.

I wonder if any readers have thoughts on the subject. Although as wargamers we will nearly
always be in that omniscient position that no real life general will ever be in, the more doubt and
uncertainty that can be introduced, particularly into a campaign, the better.

ooOoo

DUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. When was shrapnel shell invented?

2. To who or what was "Jingling Johnnie"?

3. When was the first recorded use of aircraft in warfare?

A. What specific battle did the following regiments take part in and were awarded it as a
battle honour? Ath Dragoon Guards; 5th Dragoon Guards; RoyaL Dragoons; Royal Scots Greys;
Inniskilling Dragoons; Ath Hussars; 8th Hussars; 11th Hussars; 13th Hussars; I7th Lancers
and Sutherland Highlanders.

5. When did the following battles take place? l) Inkerman 2) Kandahar 3) Ramillies
A) Egmont-Op-Zee 5) Talavera.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

When a wargamer chooses his military period he sets himself the task of seeking information about
the armies, their arms and equipment, their dress and tactics and, whilst it may be considered a
blessing if his period, like that of the Napoleonic Wars, is well documented then conversely it will
mean that there are more books to obtain and read! A less popular period will have fewer books, but
that makes research more difficult!

ooOoo

RULE HINT OF THE MONTH:

When a formation (Horse and Musket period) has been distracted and disordered by shell fire or
musketry or has been harassed by skirmishers, it only requires an almost nominal forward movement by
attackers to disturb the unit so that it moves back. In this period it was extremely rare for bayonet
attacks to be driven home against a steady enemy and one side usually gave way before bayonets crossed.
Melees should be so controlled that they do not last longer than one game-move.



A GENERAL PICTURE OF FRENCH INFANTRY ORGANISATION IN THE PERIOD 1757-62

R. D. Pengel

Part A. The French Line Infantry excluding the Foreign ReRlments:

It is not easy to compress the subject of the highly complex French organisation into one article
but an attempt will be made to cover the basic points without trimmings in order to help the wargamer
to understand this organisation and form his army up with some degree of accuracy.

The army itself would normally be commanded by a Marshal of France. This highly coveted rank
with all its privileges had been conferred on seven general officers in 17^9. It has risen to seven
teen in 1759 and thus had lost a great deal of its ultimate attainment mainly because of the political
pressures involved in the selections. In fact, most of the time the French Army suffered from dual
commands in the Seven Years War with control from Versailles and this sorry state of affairs contribut
ed greatly to the decline of the army morale.

Although the army was ostensibly split up into divisions of two brigades of infantry and equival
ent units of cavalry and artillery it was in reality formed up in two massive battle lines, one behind
the other, a highly cumbersome arrangement. The use of independent divisions was advocated by Broglie
in 1760 and he did try to use them in this role against great opposition from the die-hard tradition
alists but the idea met little success. It is perhaps ironical that it needed the fall of the monarchy
and the rise of Napoleon before Broglie's ideas of hard hitting self—sufficient divisions were to be
employed effectively.

To add to the difficulty of making uniformity of units, the French regiments had differing numbers
of battalions. In 1757, twelve regiments had four battalions, fifty-two had two battalions and sixteen
junior regiments had only one battalion. Louis XIV had instituted the rank of brigadier in order to
give the opportunity to youug, able commanders to go above the heads of older, less competent colonels
without being allowed to attain general rank. The brigadier was given a letter of authority which only
covered command of his brigade and would only be composed of one arm of the service. In the period of
the Seven Years War a brigade would normally consist of six battalions which did create a uniform unit
but as was common in the army, senior colonels were not prepared to accept the authority of these
younger brigadiers and would often disobey or thwart this authority on the field of battle. In 1759,
Belle Isle, the War Minister put another nail in the coffin of command by declaring the rank of briga
dier was on a par with that of colonel so this added more difficulties to an already impossible task
to brigade commanders.

Regimental staff in all
colonel, lieutenant-colonel,
quartermaster and drum major
the regimental staff would b
one recorder (greffier) and
companies in addition but th
the war. The major and his
important to note that these
the senior captain if the ne

the regiments regardless of the number of battalions, consisted of a
major and aide major. In addition there would be a surgeon, padre, scribe.
Certain privileged regiments would have powers of court martial and to

e added a provost-marshal and his junior assistant, five provost (archers),
an executioner. Originally colonels and lieutenant colonels had commanded
is highly profitable arrangement had been abolished before the period of
aide majors were only concerned with training and administration and it is
ranks never commanded as the chain of command would automatically fall to

ed arose.

There were sixteen fusilier and one grenadier company in the battalion. The "chasseur" or equiva
lent light company was not a permanent company but formed up from fusiliers in time of need. In action
the grenadiers normally formed up on the right of battle and the light company on the left. The French
used the three rank system with the veterans in the front rank. For exercise purposes there was a
breakdown of two companies combining to make a "peleton" and two "peletons" composing one battalion
"division". The "column versus line" situation seems to have existed even then and both methods were
used at various times.

The wartime fusilier company consisted of one captain with a lieutenant as his second-in-command,
two sergeants, three corporals, three senior soldiers (anspessades), a drummer and thirty-one fusiliers.
The company was split up into three squads (escouades) for tenting and victualling purposes, consisting
of a corporal, senior soldier and nine men. Three of the most agile marksmen would be detailed off for
the "chasseur" company and the remaining fusilier would be allocated to the sixteen-man light battalion
cannon (a la suedoise).

The grenadier company had one extra officer (a sous-lieutenant) and five grenadiers in addition to
the above complement. Grenadier companies were never allowed to fall below strength so the time
honoured tradition of the grenadiers electing from the fusilier companies when deficient was another
drain on the best men in the fusilier companies.

Sources; "Les regiments sous Louis XV" - Lucien Mouillard.
"L'ancienne infantrie Francaise" - Louis Susanne.
"Die heere der Kriegfuhrenden Staaten" - F.Schirraer.
"Etat Militaire 1759".

CHARIOTS OF THE ANCIENT BRITONS

It is a small square vehicle with wicker-work sides open at both ends to allow the warrior either
to leap out at the back or run along the pole to the front and engage the enemy in single combat. This
is, essentially, a kind of fighting designed for the aristocratic warrior. Fast streams of chariots
could move swiftly along an unprotected flank, sting with volleys of javelins, and escape before pur
suit could be mounted. The chariots could also bring the warriors rapidly to any part of the battle
needing their aid. The warriors would run out on foot, drive back the foe, and then retire to their
vehicles, to be removed from the scene with speed and efficiency. It was ideal for open warfare where
the heroic swordsman could show his prowess; against the Romans it could never be more than a novelty
and annoyance.



BOB O'BRIEN ON WARGAMERS AND RULES

I am prompted to write after reading your Editorial in No. 171 and also the letter from Mr.
Cordery.

First of all, the question of people finding rules too complex and hard to understand - yes,
there are some very complicated rules about, I have Before me a set that has movement factors over
different terrain for over 70 types of Napoleonic troops - and firing factors as well! In most
cases the difference is too small to have any effect on the tahle, and prohahly had little effect
in actual practice. 1 could go on over many sets, including my pet horror - those that ask the
player to work out complicated percentages for each little shooting skirmish or contact.

Having said that 1 must go to the other side of the coin and from •vidence gleaned over a long
period state that a number of people come into the hobhy who would be better advised to stick to
noughts and crosses! They cannot help it, and this is not a sneer - the sneer is reserved for those
who "take up" wargaming and expect instant results. When they find they are actually supposed to
Think, and what is more to Organise, Plan and Execute as well as learn something about the quality
and capabilities of the "troops" they will have to use then see them run a mile! This is not
peculiar to wargaming. Any hobby or sport has these people who come in expecting instant success
and rapidly fade out when they realise that there is actually work to be done. When 1 was involved
in model aircraft flying we had them then. They would try to do, from scratch, what we had built up
over a period of testing, calculation, trial and error and many disappointments. What is more, they
mostly cannot be told - not for them to start with something proved and relatively simple - they had
to start on a difficult scale model, or a stunter before they knew how to glue two pieces of balsa
together. You will find there are the same types in wargaming, and you must expect a larger propor
tion of drop-outs from the hobby as it becomes more popular.

We then move on to those who have the mental application to get down to it, and here we get Mr.
Cordery's bete noir - those who must have their forces composed only of the best, in full strength,
with no concessions to historical accuracy. Oh yes, and all uniformly brave, willing to fight to the
last man, and moving exactly where they are told. No fouled-up orders, no communications problems
for them. Mr. Cordery 1 really do sympathise - if you can ever get down to Worthing on one of our
Club days I can promise you we will be able to give you entertainment suitable to your feelings on
the subject.

A further gripe over the types 1 have mentioned: many cannot bother to paint, or get others to
paint figures, for their games. One sees unpainted Airfix or metal figures "painted" with one flash
of a spray bottle, they then represent almost anything the "player" wishes. This has even cropped
up at National Conventions and apart from giving a bad impression of the hobby it is just plain bad
manners. I see that models have to be properly painted as a condition of entry for this years
Convention, and about time too.

As 1 warm to the subject 1 should mention those who come into the hobby full of gallant cavalry
charges, heroic last stands, and with the fixed conviction that some types of troops were veritable
supermen, and others invariably skulking cowards. This attitude they try to bring onto the wargames
table, and too few people try to remind them that these were the exceptions rather than the rule -
instead far too many players try to bring in, as part of a set of rules, special provision for all
the unusual, bizarre, and "one off" happenings that actually took place. I have had, for examplOj
people writing in asking if there are any rules to cover the Charge of the Light Brigade! Whatever
for? This was both a gallant feat of arms and a useless military exercise, and I cannot imagine why
anyone should want to actually play it. Commemorate it in a diorama, or by means of a demonstration
and lecture, but please, not as a wargame. No, rules should be based on average performance, with
the dice taking care of the odd exception. This way, sometimes, a unit will hold out against im-
Dossible odds, sometimes a sauve qui pent will affect a formation, but not to order. If one wishes
these things to happen to order then do a demonstration, as 1 remember the fascinating Battle of
Hastings set up in which 1 and a number of other lucky people assisted you 10 years ago (10 years?).
Yes indeed, it does fly does it not?

My own feelings towards rules is that the mechanisms should be as simple as possible, so that a
unit, ordered to a position, or to do a certain thing, will carry on automatically until either you
send it a fresh order or circumstances cause it to do other than intended. I am not really interested
in the exact positioning of skirmishers, nor do I wish to concern myself with the sort of argument
that revolves around "my spears are a foot longer than yours so I must have an advantage" Far too
much time is spent on arid discussion over small differences-in armaments and weapons when what should
be uppermost in players minds is how to so order their deployment and orders so that they can use
their forces to the best advantage and at the same time deceive the opponent as to their intentions
until he has committed himself. It should be possible to plan intricate moves and have the whole
thing fall apart in your hands when your opponent does something that is not in the book. Wargaming
should have to be learnt. It is not something that one can take up like a game of Monopoly.

Also, Don, I cannot go along with you when you mention that rules should be such that "the war-
gamer can superimpose aspects that reflect his own temperament and personality". If this means
altering factors based on reasonable research because one feels that, for example, heavy cavalry
should sweep all before it, then this is quite wrong, and would certainly result in table-top war
gaming bearing only a coincidental resemblance to reality. If I am wrong in this assumption please
explain what you mean by "reflecting his own temperament ...; etc". If, on the other hand you mean
give the player the opportunity to make a colossal Cobblers of his deployment and battle plan, then
I am with you - this is what wargaming should be all about.

(Bob's broad generalisation of my meaning and intention can be answered by the equally sweeping
assertion that what we are doing is playing a game for pleasure and relaxation. NOT conducting a
military T.E.W.T. or exercise! There are so many aspects of warfare impossible to realistically re
produce on the table—top that there seems little point in rigidly adhering to wargaming practices that
are dull and unpalatable to the temperament and character of the wargamer if, by manipulating the rules
within reasonable, historical limits, the resulting game is made more enjoyable, dqh Featherstone.)



THE1776EXHIBrnON
SPONSORED BY BARCLAYS BANK, THE TIMES AND
THE SUNDAY TIMES

at the National Maritime Museum,Greenwich,London-From April-October igyh

The 1776 Exhibition is one ofS Britain'8 major contributions to the
celebrations marking the bicentenary of
the American War of Independence. 1776
tells the story of twenty of the most
momentous and turbulent years of the
18th century when Britain's war with her
rebel colonies led to a world war and

ultimately to the birth of a great new
nation. The story is told through many
famous portraits from the age of great
portrait painting as well as a marvellous
collection of uniforms, weapons, unique
documents and memorabilia. All these are

set against a background of reconstruc
tions, models and audio visual effects.
The visitor will walk past the Boston tea
party, through an 18th century coffee
house, and by the great Admiral Lord Howe's
cabin. He will meet the rebel army in a
Philadelphia tavern and be present at
famous battles such as those at New York

and Yorktown. 1776 contains one of the
finest and most valuable groups of port
raits by Gainsborough, Reynolds, Copley,
Benjamin West, Romney, Zoffany and
Charles Wilson Peale ever brought together.
Exhibits have come from many collections
and parts of the world. The Queen has
graciously lent items from the Royal
collections. Many historic items come
from individuals and institutions in the

United States, a generous gesture at a
time when so many exhibitions are being
mounted in that country to record aspects
of the bicentenary. It seems that in
London in 1976 even the American visitor
will find the fullest record of the events

of two hundred years ago. The exhibition
contains something for almost every in
terest and age groupo^ There is a section
on the Red Indian loyalists, the story of
Benedict Arnold and the spy Andre, the
romantic passage of Lady Harriet Acland
down the Hudson river to join her wounded
husband, even fascinating needlework by
Prudence Punderson, a loyalist forced to
flee to New York because of her sympathies
but who subsequently married a rebel
soldier.

open from Thursd.iy i s April -Saturday 2 tlrtobor
lyyd. it will be closed on Good Friday id April.
i_S April-2s April inclusive (but NOT id April) and
13 July-12 September: Mondays-Saturdays 10 a.111.-
7 p.m. (last admission d p.m.), Sundays 2.30 p.m.-
7 p.m. (last admission d p.m.).
2d ApnI-i 2July and 13 September-2 October;
Mondays 4 p.m.- 7 p.m. (last admission d p.m.),

MODELS OF REDCOAT SOLDIERS: In this set piece display a TuesHay^Saturdays ma.ni.-y p.m. (^^^
sergeant and a private from a Redcoat regLent face the b p.mj, Sttndays 2.30 p.ni.-7 p.m. (I.,st admission
tgIdgX s

ADMISSION CHARGES (inclusive of VAT)
COVER PICTURE: A Rebel regular soldier and a district Adults Ssp. Children 14 and under accompanied by an
militiaman face an onslaught from Redcoat soldiers. adult 4_sp. Old age pensioners 45p. Full time students

Figures by Ray Scott. on prodiiction ofa airrent NUS or ISU card45p.
ScliDol parties (prc-bt>okcd or not) 45p. per pupil.

travel Teachers trr others in charge in the ratio' of one to every
By river: from Westminster, Charing Cross or 7'' F}'!* 4.3p ("ver this rano teachers/other adults pay
Tower Piers. admission price).
By train: from Charing Cross (and Waterloo) or dde
Cannon Street via London Bridge to Greenwich (or PRE-BOOKED EVENING PARTIES
Maze Hill) possible to ofter special viewings lor pre-
By bus: many routes (consult London Transport). booked parties on Tuesday and Thursday evenings

elunng the mam summer monthsjune-mid-
September. Details trom the Intormation tltficc.



so THEY HAVE THESE TROUBLES IN AMERICA.

A CALL TO ARMS!

RALLY ROUND THE FLAG

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED

Fellow memUers we have heard all of these above and many more like them. These cries and cliches
are always being used for one thing or another. Usually before someone asks you for something. We
are no different — WE NEED HELP — Throw out the life line, we're sinking! Yes sinking under the
workload. And if we sink ... down with us will go fifteen years of hard work by your Wargame
Committee.

Yes, fifteen years ago a small group of wargamers with the fine help of the MFCA Board of Governors
and Annual Banquet Show Committee held the first Wargame Convention in Philadelphia. The refreshments
were four boxes of cookies and a box of Ritz crackers, but we drew thirty people, some all the way from
New Jersey and Mew York-

Over the years we progressed from a small Hotel Yoom to larger quarters with food available (who
can forget trying to find the Masonic Hall in Frankford!). Soon we grew to where our friends, the
dealers from the March Show started to support us by attending — A banquet became part of the days
activities and our attendance grew larger and larger with wargamers coming in from far distances. More
of our dealer friends came to find out and try to supply the figures, games, rule, etc., etc., that
we requested.

Through this the MFCA offered support help and guidance.

Thru all of these years we wargamers let an apathy come over us, to use another cliche, let George
do it — and we did. We came, we fought our games, met the old friends but did we stop and think who
made the arrangements, set up the tables, wrote the letters Each year f-s the sixes came up the ranks
of the committee were decimated — now we must bring out troops from under the table or from the box —
don't let this be our Little Big Horn ... Our Waterloo!

Charge to the sound of the guns, rear ranks forward, bring up the reserves but most of all give
what is left of the committee your HELP.

One or two cannot carry the burden for another year. Let us members of MFCA who are interested
wargamers contact Jay Hadley (Chairman, MFCA War Game Convention), 918 Harry Street, Conshohocken,
Pennsylvania 19^128 and Join up to work. We can't offer you ^13.00 a month and beans and hay but we can
with help keep our convention. See you all at MacMorland Center in June.

E. J. Watts, Treasurer, MFCA.
(Miniature Figure Collectors of America)

J_ ̂'Viyrc
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Reading the advertisements for Hinchlifie
Models on page 2 of the May Wargamer's News
letter 1 came across this in the 5^nini Cliff
Sanderson Range

"CS25 Woman ramming musket with child
clinging to skirts 1800-1900"

No comma after musket!

My mind gave me a vision of a pioneer
woman using the child "clinging to skirts" as
a rammer. 1 enclose a sketch entitled

"Pioneer Improvisation" for you.

David Barnes of Basingstoke.

There was an alternative to case shot which

was known as grape shot, from the resemblance of
the projectile to a bunch of grapes. In this the
bullets were enclosed in a canvas bag through the
middle of which ran an iron spindle attached to
an iron tampion or bottom. The original form was
known as quilted grape, as the bag containing the
bullets was tied up with quilting line. In the
middle of the 19th century quilted grape was re
placed by tier grape shot in which the bullets
were arranged in three tiers separated by circular
iron plates. Although there are many references
to the firing of grape shot in accounts of battles
in the first half of the 19th century, it was not
in fact fired from British brass ordnance owing
to the damage that it would have caused to the
bores. Nor does there seem to be any reference
to grape shot in the tables showing the scale of
ammunition for British brass ordnance. In the

British Service grape was used mostly in iron
ordnance in Coast Defences. From BRITISH SMOOTH
BORE ARTILLERY by MaJ.Gen.G.P.Hughes R.A.



BATTLE

BATTLE OF

GREENIIILL FARM

David Barnes

The Easter

holiday Drought
on two wargames,
one the Battle of

Plataea, Greeks
versus Persians.

The Greeks were

led this time by
Barnokrates and
the Persians by
Timotheus. Really
a sad story for
the Greeks, even
though their
General had re

cruited a band of

mercenary Samurai
under their famed

leader Ikebana.
The Persians swept
the Greeks away
with volleys of
arrows and sling
stones, and the
Spartans, advanc
ing in their usual
ponderous way,
only came up to
have their phalanx
stand like a rock
in the sea of

routing allies. I
hear Barnokrates

is buying Dahae
horse archers, at
great cost, for a
refight.
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being unable to
get to the Arms
and Armour Press n¥ j
"America's Mill- ' ''
tary Heritage / ̂  / a
1776-1865" the 5lL''n " A
second battle was -all I J yfii \JL-L
fought in "The ^ fL lg|.^
American Colonies". tlXl
The "Generals"

were Col. Seth

Warner (Christopher Barnes) and Col. William Faucitt (David Barnes). The terrain was imaginary, but
kept generally to the players ideas of what New England looked like. A map gives the idea.

The forces were as follows — Col. Wm Faucitt had recruited several bodies of Hessians and was
bpnging them from their port of entry to Join the forces of His Majesty, embattled with the rebels.
These were the Wurst Regiment under their commander Col. Brottwurst. Their lilac and white flag declar
ing the famous challenge "Wurst ist Beste!" The Trumbach Regiment, Musketeers and Grenadiers; the Hesse
Cassel Wadjanau Regiment with their smart brown coats with ponceau rot turnbacks and waistcoats. A
rather gaudy Fusilier Regiment, Von Lossberg and the Hesse Cassel Jagers with leather hats, green coats
and rifles. A troop of the l6th Light Dragoons were the only cavalry cover and no artillery marched
with the column.

The Americans under Seth Warner included his Battalion of Green Mountain Boys; The Culpepper
Minute Men;. Washington's Guard; The 8th Regiment; The Ilird New York Regiment and a troop of Baylor's
Dragoons quite a sight with their fox fur plumes bobbing over the black leather helmets swathed in



red turbans, Warner had got to know of the advent of Faucitt's reinforcing move and was determined to
stop it.

Baylor's troop moved off to scout the enemy and met the rather nervous Light Dragoons Just north
of the Greenhill stream. The Dragoons manoeuvered about trying to find some room to charge, but there
were too many trees around. Baylor's were content to watch the capering of the British whilst the
Culpepper-men shrink swiftly behind Greenhill Farm, the 8th Regiment moved to the west of the main
road and formed up in battle array. Washington's Guar d followed the Culpepper men and half of them
entered Greenhill Farm buildings, overlooking the side road and the farm bridge. The remainder held
themselves ready for action masked by the buildings.

The Hessians began to deploy as follows

The Wadjanau Regiment followed the l6th Dragoons down the road, going north, and formed up to
give fire just over the bridge and along the north side of the stream. Their line was extenuated by
the trees dotting the bank.

The Jagers went forward in open order, inclining East, towards the farm up the gentle rise. The
Wurst Regiment followed more sedately and the Von Lossberg Fusiliers swung further right, to the east.
Faucitt held the Trumbach musketeers and Grenadiers as a reserve.

Now began the critical period of the battle. The Von Lossberg fusiliers and the Culpepper men
exchange volley after volley. The Jagers were met with fire from the farm and a sweeping charge by
Baylor's dragoons. Half Washington's Guard moved up to help the Minutemen and w«re met by a charge
of the leather-hatted Wurst Regiment.

Faucitt tried to tip the balance by throwing in the Trumbach musketeers and grenadiers into the
centre of the engagement. This fell away as the general marksmanship of the Americans hit the
reserves before they were fairly engaged and shattered them, so that the remnants had to withdraw.

The Von Lossberg fusiliers stood to their post and only withdrew when forced to do so by the
collapse of the Trumbach Regiment. The Jagers were almost destroyed and their remnant crossed the
field to comparative safety behind the Hesse Cassel WadJanauRegiment, still solid and surviving on a
"fire and retire" policy.

The 8th Regiment and Seth Warner's own Green Mountain Boys advanced smartly and set about annihi
lating the Wadjanau Regiment. The final disastrous scene saw the l6th Light Dragoons charging into
the 3rd New York Regiment to cover the retreat of the remnants of what had been a considerable rein
forcement to the British. Only the Von Lossberg fusiliers did well out of the engagement and possibly
the Wurst Regiment.

The terrain was imaginary as I have said, but caused some interesting problems, particularly to
the cavalry. The Hessians found great difficulty in keeping their dressing, the body of Jagers being
too small to hinder the Americans long enough for the parade ground drill of the Old World to tell iii
the battle.

The rules were those written by Tony Bath (1750 period including North America) published by
Wargamer's Newsletter.

Since the battle some Hinchliffe Butler's Rangers and Iroquois Indian Warriors have arrived and
Tradition Dahae mounted archers. These reinforcements are waiting to be painted to extend our battles
into "fresh woods and pastures new" - not, I hasten to add - all in the same battle!

THE PRUSSIAN IN THE NAPOLEONIC WARS by John Cook

Napoleonic Peculiarities in the March issue. The statement that the Prussian had no howitzers
is incorrect. By 1809 the Prussian artillery was organiso.l din three Brigades of twelve foot and
three horse companies each. Each company was equipped with six cannon and two howitzers. Whilst it
is certainly true that by I8I3 some companies were equipped only with cannon, at least one company,
in the Schlesische Brigade, was equipped entirely with 7pdr howitzers.

In addition to the 7pdrs, the Prussians also employed lOpdrs. They possessed 200 howitzers by
I8I2. These weapons were painted, as were ail the Prussian pieces, light blue. Details of the
Prussian artillery, together with an illustration of a Prussian howitzer may be found in David Nash's
book "The Prussian Army 1808-I8I5".

Furthermore, I would question the statement concerning the light artillery organic to the
Grenadier battalions. However to be fair, I only base this on the fact that I have never seen it
said before and it seems unlikely.

Regarding Prussian skirmishers. The Prussian infantry were based on the regimental system. A
regiment consisted of three battalions, two of musketeers and one of Fusiliers, plus a division, two
companies, of grenadiers.

The grenadiers were detached and grouped into autonomous Grenadier battalions. The remaining
three battalions operated together. Under normal circumstances it would be quite wrong to depict one
of these battalions operating independently. The light infantry element within xhe Regiment was
supplied by the Fusilier battalion. It was this battalion that under normal circumstances would
furnish any skirmishers.

In addition to the fusilier battalion, many regiments had a volunteer Jager unit, of up to
company strength, attached to them. These were also available as skirmishers and were armed with
rifles as were the regular Jager and Schutzen battalions.
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Must List

typical of many
Northern European buildings found during World War II, this terrain-piece will serve equally well
for World War I or, with tank tracks, etc., obliterated, could be used for many periods even back as
far as Napoleonic. Moulded in khaki colour plastic, the kit contains 79 fully detailed parts that
make up into a shell-torn house with falling roof tiles and crumbling walls. The pre-formed base
has finely moulded raised characteristics that provide an interesting foundation for construction.
The kit parts cover a wide variety of articles that includes ammunition boxes, coils of barbed wire,
corrugated sheets, jerry cans and cable reels, sign boards, pick-axes, shovels, rifles, bicycles,
log barriers and a motor bike. In addition are three figures in British Army gear which provide the
modeller with the beginnings of a military contingent that can be developed by using the HO/OO figures
and tanks in the Airfix range. At 79p the Airfix Forward Command Post is good value for the money
because it not only provides a very realistic and useful piece of wargames terrain but it is also an
interesting kit for the modeller to build.

Also new from Airfix are two 1:35 scale model construction kits which would seem from the parts
and diagrams to be likely to make up into very realistic vehicles that could be used by the Individu
al Skirmish wargamer for his activities. The first is the Dodge M6 36mm anti-tank gun carriage. This
is one of the best known and widely used American light trucks of World War II and on its chassis
were fitted numerous bodies for a variety of tasks. The 37mm anti-tank gun carriage, known as the
M6, was the only armoured vehicle in the range and saw service with American forces in Europe between
I9A4 and 19^45. Then there is the Dodge Command Car, one of the best known American light trucks of
World War II, ton four-wheel drive had numerous bodies suitable for a variety of tasks fitted
to its chassis and a tribute to the vehicle's reliability was that it remained in American service
until the Korean War in the 1950s.

Unfortunately never as fashionable as they deserve but the mainstay of many wargamer's armies
when there were only a few of us and figures were difficult to come by are the Spencer-Smith 30mm
plastic figures. A recent sincere word of praise for them came from R.D.Pengel (currently writing
some fine articles on 18th Centui^y Armies for the Newsletter) when he said in a letter "I very much
agree with the sentiments you express about Spencer-Smith's miniatures. I think they are first class
in this period and very cheap for the younger enthusiast who cannot afford the more expensive metal
figures." Large enough to be easily painted, cheap enough to be converted without worrying about
wastage, and including some very fine figures that truly catch the spirit of the period (particularly
Seven Years War, American War of Independence and American Civil War ranges) these are fine figures
and the latest American War of Independence range that Ronald is producing are well designed and
moulded in a fine hard white plastic which, unlike Airfix plastic, can be glued and carved without
tending to become furry. At the price of about for £1 how can one go wrong?

In a much smaller scale but equally praiseworthy and certainly by far the most complete Colonial
range for my favourite war - that in the Sudan in 1882 to 1898, are the JACKLEX models sold by the
Model Shop, 29/31 St. Ann's Road, Harrow, Middlesex. I have just received samples of their latest
camel men for this war - an Egyptian officer and other rank plus three Baggara rifleman, swordsman
and standard bearer. The extensive range of figures available for the Mahdhi's army makes them by
far the most complete of all Colonial opponents and anyone thinking of taking up Colonial warfare
for the first time should certainly consider this range (and the 15mm figures put out by Peter Laing).
The camels are beautifully designed and I imagine that, when painted up, they will look great. The
JACKLEX range is in the true 20mm scale so that they do not really fit in with any other Colonial
range in a different scale - although men and animals are NOT the same size and with a little licence
it is possible to mix them. Only yesterday I saw a picture in Cassell's "History of the Boer War"
(a set of pictorial volumes published at the turn of the century) depicting a British mounted trooper
and an Indian rider on a very small pony - and that was real life! It rather looked like mixing 20mm
with 35mm but then I remember being a little dismayed when I first saw Ted Suren's "Willie" range of
Gurkhas because they seemed to be out of scale until I realised that the typical Gurkha, although one
of the world's finest fighters, is a small man and to design him at the same size as the British



Infantryman would be grossly inaccurate. Reverting back to this new exciting JACKLEX range - these
figures sell at 35p each for rider, camel, saddle, weapon and reins.

Bob O'Brien of WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP mentions that it is quite likely that by the time this is
in print a set of rules by George Gush for the period 1480 to I66O will bo available. This will be
in their usual format with the ready reference sheets as before and an added bonus in the form of 4
pages of classifications of troop types for practically everybody who was anybody in that period.
Provisional price, including postage in U.K. is £1.30p.; U.S.A. including surface mail ^3.00, air
mail 35.00. George Gush probably knows as much about the Pike and Shot wargame as anybody in the
business and his armies are always a colourful delight. George has done a great deal for the hobby
and is always willing to help younger and less experienced wargamers so that he deserves every little
bit of support that he can be given. Bob O'Brien also tells me that they hope shortly to have some
news of Ian Hearh's "ARMIES OF THE DARK AGES" before long.

In this issue for the first time you will find an advert placed by SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS UK -
undoubtedly the leading organisation in this country for the vastly popular board wargames. Devotees
of those games will be interested to know that Simulations Publications have a special pre-print run
offer of any of the following three games for as little as £1.99p (usual price £3.99p). The games in
question are SEELOWE; jijORHANDY; and SINAI. The first covers the German invasion of Britain 1940 and
includes three German invasion plans, paratroops and air forces. Home Guards, Partisans and weather
factors. NORMANDY, as the name implies, deals with the Allied invasion of the 6th June 1944 and in
cludes details of Regimental combat D-day to D + 6, six German Orders of Battle and provisions for
naval gunfire whilst SINAI covers the Arab-Israeli Wars of 1956, 1967 and 1973 and provides scenarios
for the three major conflicts plus hypothetical mid-1970's scenarios, US/Soviet intervention rules,
airstrikes, paradrops, SAM missiles and airmobile operations. It is possible that the deadline for
this offer may have been passed by the time you receive your Newsletter but, if you mention that you
read about it within these pages it is possible that you may be granted some form of advantageous
dispensation! In the latest SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS list are over 100 titles covering every period
of history from 3000 BC to the far future. There are different types of games - Simulations Series
Games, Quadri Games and Folio Series Games. Simulations Series Games and Quadri Games are attractively
packaged using a specially designed compartmented plastic tr^(these games are also available at a
lower price without packaging). The physical components of all games are generally similar, consisting
of a playing map printed on cardstock or heavy paper (usually 22" x 35"); 100/400 die-cut cardboard
playing pieces and complete rules. The low-priced Folio Series Games are handsomely packaged in an
illustrated 9" x 12" glossy foldier with an interior pocket to hold components; they have 17" x 22"
maps and 100 counters. Most of the Folio Games may also be had as a part of a Quadri Game - a set of
four related Folios packaged in a single plastic box. The full list includes games of the contemporary
era; games of World War II; Games of World War I; 19th Century games; Pre-19th century games; plus all
types of game design equipment and also boxed games by other makers. If you are a board game addict,
then you will already know SIMULATIONS PUBLICATIONS - if you are not and are firmly wedded to minia
ture figures, still have a look at these board games because they enable you to become involved in
authentic period conflicts at levels different and often impossible with scaled down miniature
armies on table-top terrains.

Strangely coincidental with the currently running Bi-centennial celebrations in America are some
recently advertised games, rules, etc., covering the American War of Independence. Published by the
American wargames magazine The Courier (45 Willow Street, Brockton, Mass. 02401, U.S.A.) at ^2.00 is a
set of rules THE WHITES OF THEIR EYES - Wargaming in the War of the American Revolution by Steve Haller
(well knownto readers of this magazine ssa true fan of this period). These rules seem to be promising
in that they only occupy six small pages of print and because they are written by a man who knows this
period and its participants as well as anyone in wargaming. I have not played to these rules but I
should imagine that they might not be unfamiliar because, in his foreword, Steve acknowledges "....
the influence and ideas of several other wargamers over the past few years - Don Featherstone, Jack
Scruby, Charles Grant, Joseph Morschauser, Tony Bath and Dick Bryant". A quick glance through them
does not reveal anything particularly complicated, off-beat or other than relative basic common-sense
- which is a change for rules these days.

Then, I am ".... invited to discover the newest concept in wargaming!" as the EMPIRE COMPANIES
present REDCOAT - The Bicentennial Wargame. Their well produced red, white and blue advertising book
let tells me that this game combines the arts of strategy, tactics and administrative knowhow during
the American Revolutionary War, that it is a campaign game where armies and fleets are manoeuvred
across a 17" x 22" map of the North American Colonies and surrounding areas. There are historically
authentic rosters and strengths of all participants and include land and sea movement, reinforcements,
winter attrition, sieges and logistics as an integral part of "Redcoat's Campaign Game" which is also
accompanied by ".... a narrative rules booklet written by veteran game designer Scott C.Berschig." It
is also claimed that REDCOAT is a miniatures game and that once you have manoeuvred your forces into
battle by use of the campaign game the Miniatures Game rulesbook takes over and traditional miniatures
can be used - this set of rules is written by Scotty Bowden. Then it is claimed that REDCOAT is a
reference work, that the wealth of historical information found in its Campaign and Miniatures Game is
further enhanced by Redcoat's Historical Analysis volume which includes painting guides, illustrations
of unit organisation, designers' playing tips and hints at proper strategy and tactics. This game can
be obtained from THE EMPIRE COMPANIES, P.O.Box 5462, Arlington, Tx. 76OII, U.S.A. at 311.95 plus 3l.00
postage.

Finally from MILGAMEX, Box 133, Wayland, Mass. 01778, U.S.A., can be obtained THE WAR IN THE
AMERICAS - tactical wargame rules for battles of the American Revolutionary War and era by Mike Peirce
and Arnold Hendrick (35.50). I quote completely from the leaflet;-

"Here is one of those rare games with careful attention to scale. Each player is a brigadier
general, each turn about 15 minutes of battle, each figure represents 20 historical men, each tabletop
inch is 10 yards. The game is designed for 20-30mm or 9-15nim figures. The game uses a four-phase
playing procedure to represent command time lag, and to help show very specific tactical aspects, in
cluding troops temporarily recoiling, reloading, etc. You write orders once every four phases, though
each phase is a miniature turn, with movement, firing, melee and morale. You have some flexibility in



each phase, so that different players can pursue a cautious or hold playing style. Order writing
is strictly defined, as are formations. Movement is simultaneous within each phase, with a special
procedure for closing to melee. A system of firing factors represents different weapons, ranges,
terrain and target situations, without becoming too complex. A similar system is used in melee, and
in morale. In fact, of all elements, morale is probably the most vital in the game. There are seven
different types (clearly shown on the summary sheet for easy reference). Morale results have a wide
range of effects, from a single phase reverse to a full scale rout. Morale levels for units can go
up or (mostly) down during the game, showing how well a unit can stay in combat (regulars hold up much
better than militia, needless to say). Despite these novelties, the game is really very traditional.
It is designed in a vein that will make it almost an "old friend" to a gamer acquainted with the
"musket era". Napoleonic gamers may have an especially easy time adjusting. Included in the ^8 page
(8^" X II") rule booklet is a fold-out 11" x 17" summary sheet of charts and tables, three different
groups of optional rules, including special weapons such as the Ferguson Rifle or Coehorn Mortar (an
18th Century grenade thrower), strategic off-battlefield movement, long range artillery support, naval
support, amphibious movement and operations, and more. There are also extensive rules describing in
detail the elements of 18th Century fortifications in wargame terms. Many of the important campaigns
in the war were really siege operations, such as Savannah (1779), Charleston (l780), and Yorktown
(1781). In total, the rules run over ^0,000 words, about 80 type-written pages. The book is pro
fessionally typeset, allowing us to fit much more per page. Fortunately, you don't have to learn it
all to play the game! The factor system for firing, melee and morale gives the game great historical
flexibility. Although we include a basic troop capabilities list, the vast detail possible is only
fully exploited in the Guide to Troops. Furthermore, if you have different opinions, you can revise
a unit's factors without otherwise disturbing the design or balance of the game. After all, the
character of the American Revolutionary War was so diverse that many interpretations are possible.
Whether you use rules like the written law, or prefer to make modifications. The War In The Americas
can suite easily. In a sense, you can have your cake and eat it too!"

From the same source can be obtained GUIDE TO TROOPS - Regimental Wargame Organisation for the
American Revolutionary War by the same authors, Mike Peirce and Arnold Hendrick at j^3.95 - a companion
volume to WAR IN THE AMERICAS, that gives every detail on unit organisation in twenty separate list
ings in chronological order, etc., etc. Wargame specifications are given for each troop type and
change from year to year as armies evolved. This book should be a very useful guide - although I
fear not many wargamers seem to be interested in this fascinating period which is tailor-made for
table-top battles.

MILGAMEX also have some Ancient Warfare rules - wargames rules for Ancient and Medieval battles
at $3.95 and SWORD AND SPEAR - Wargame rules for individual combat before gunpowder at the same price.
The first set of rules are suitable for 9-30mm scale figures while the second set are not only ideal
tactical rules for fantasy campaigns hut also suitable for 20-5^mm scale figures.

Earlier I mentioned JACKLEX models from the Model Shop, Harrow - now I hear that they are work
ing on the British Army General Service Wagon which should fill a very empty space in most wargamer's
collection. I presume it will be in their usual 20mm scale which I find unfortunate because for
years I have been trying to persuade our manufacturers to turn out a British G.S. wagon in 30mm scale
so that my Colonial armies are better served than by the scratch-built models at present trundling
along behind them.

The many wargamers whose tastes have wandered towards fantasy will be delighted to hear that it
is now possible to obtain wargames figures from the McEi^Ati Miniatures Fantasy and Science Fiction
ranges from Wargame Publications Scotland Ltd., St. Georges Buildings, 5 St. Vincents Place, Glasgow
G1 2DH. Ranging from Gogroth, a two-headed giant who is 66mm high, ; > 1 'i r,'. there is a red dragon
and a web-footed Everett. In the Science Fiction range there is a Thog, a grav-sled (a sort of
flying platform) and a selection of 25mm figures from the Starguard, Eli, Dreenoi, Ralnai and Krell
Robot ranges. Included with the figures are a variety of weapons, jet-packs and other items dear to
the hearts of Science Fiction wargamers. The complete McEwan catalogue can be obtained from the above
address for 25p.

From R.D.Pengel and G.R.Hurt of 70 Balden Road, Harborne, Birmingham B32 2EW, I have received
their third booklet on the Armies of the Seven Years War - this time it is an illustrated survey of
Russian Infantry Flags. Probably with complete justification the authors claim to be^bringing out a
"first" in this country as they cannot find any written information on this subject published either
in this country or abroad. Personally speaking I am lost in admiration for these beautifully pro
duced booklets selling at such a low cost and the mind boggles at the vast out-pouring of authorita
tive information contained in a few pages. Every Russian Regiment of the period is represented by
name, with Battle Honours and with the flags of their regiments illustrated in impeccable manner with
colours described in the text. Messrs Pengel and Hurt intend to bring the second booklet on French
Infantry Flags of the foreign regiments and they will be delighted to hear from any wargamers as to
specific areas of the Seven Years War they would like them to cover. If you are under l6, write and
tell them because they will probably make price concessions for you - and you cannot get fairer
than that, can you? This group are another commercial enterprise and, besides having full-time
occupations, work terribly hard in producing these books in a manner that truly exemplifies the real
spirit of wargaming that at times one cynically wonders if is still in existence.

The latest MATCHBOX plastic kits of 1:72 scale aircraft are PK-405, North American B 25 Mitchell
Bomber of World War II fame (with three sets of decals and choice of three full paint plans for the
more experienced modeller) at 95p and the PK-115 Messerschmitt BF 110 twin engined fighter bomber,
with two alternative sets of decals and paint plans at 60p. Both are moulded in three colours. All
parts are clearly numbered for easy assembly and the comprehensive step-by-step instruction leaflet
also contains useful modelling tips.



LETTERS
"I should like to tell you something about the state of wargaming in Italy. I know only six

wargames clubs and generally the hobby is unknown in its essence; only one book on Napoleonic
period (in Italian language) is on sale but English rules are still the best. We have founded a
Club, the Gruppo Studio Wargame and I would like to ask you to accept honorary membership, the
support of such a well-known wargamer as yourself would boost our morale very much.

I have read in the March issue of Wargamer's Newsletter "An Antidote to the Big Battalions"
1/300 World War II games by AoGrainger, and I would express my own thought on it. I find the
scale indicates from Mr. Grainger (l" = 100 yds or 10mm = 50 m) is excellent for I/3OO. I would
notice that tanks in this scale are 20 x 10 mm, and the engaged space corresponds in reality 5000
square metres (each I6OO sq.m.), so I have resolved a scale of 1 model tank = 3 real tanks and 1
Heroic figure on a base of 10 x 10 mm., it corresponds to 20 or 30 men. It is possible to so re
produce units like coys and also regiments. I have a table of 2000 x 12k0 mm (79 x 49 inches) and
I have played many games in this scale and can assure you that also in massive set-pieces assault
with difficult battles are dominated by infantry.

Unfortunately I have little knowledge of the English language and cannot go deeply into other
subject but I include one sheet with some sketch ideas.

From "Tank Battles in Miniature - Western Desert" — October 1940: British Armoured Division
(1 tank = 3 real tank 1 fig = 20 real). Tanks 122 (Bde 61, Btn 20, Infantry 30 Heroics soldiers)
A/T 12, 25 pdr Gun 8.

Wargame Research Group Adaptable chapters. (June '73 ed.). Conversion from normal dice to per
centage dice:

2 normal dice: 2=9^; 3 = 18^; 4 = 27%; 5 = 36^; 6 = 45^; 7 = 54^; 8 = 64^; 9 = 75%; 10 = 82^;
11 = 91^ and 12 = lOOJ^.

1 normal dice: 1 = 17^; 2 = 33^; 3 = 50^; 4 = 67^; 5 = 83^ and 6 = 100^

Poor training = less military efficiency. a) to penalise fire effects (b) increase of mechani
cal breakdown (e.g. Strategy and Tactics No.29 page 11) (0) "Each conversation, telephone call or
signal takes a complete bound" (from page 11 W.R.G., General) one die : 1, 2, 3 = 3 complete bounds,
4, 5=6 complete bounds, 6 = 10 complete bounds.

For infantry fire you throw five times; (from page 15 W.R.G.) "Single riflemen or group of 4 men
with rifles or S.M.G." 4 men x five throwings = 20 men firing.

Scales adopted from Gruppo Studio Wargame:- 10mm = Im max. level squad (54mm soldiers) "Skirmish
Wargaming". 10mm = Im max level platoon (40mm soldiers); 10mm = 10m max. level companies (20mm
soldiers); 10mm = 50m. max. level battalions (6mm soldiers)."

G. de Domenica of Rome, Italy.

ooOoo

"I have just read R.G.Cordery's letter in the June 1976 issue of the Newsletter and I would like
to add my voice to his. I have only been a wargamer for a relatively short length of time but, until
I resorted to solo-wargaming, I was well acquainted with those "wargamers" who play only to win. Al
though I obviously like to win, I prefer campaigns where battles play only a limited role in deciding
the victor. Needless to say, solo campaigns are not the most straightforward facet of wargaming, and
prejudices are diffiuclt to nullify.

However, I would also like to say that wargaming to me is more than just battles with model
soldiers: I think that the preliminaries i.e. the I'esearch in organisation, uniforms, tactics and so
on, the construction of realistic terrain and accurate painting of armies are some very relaxing and
absorbing parts of the hobby.

Those who field strength at the cost of historical accuracy and balance in the game can only
reduce the enjoyment of others. I tend to field understrength conscript battalions and I find more
variability in the outcome wlien either side could retreat or charge at the drop of a hat, necessitating
support in depth across the board and the use of the actual period tactics.

In conclusion, I would like to congratulate Mr. Featherstone and Mr. Gilder on the presentation
of the Battle of Freeman's Farm at the recent "America's Military Heritage" assembly. I think there
is a great future for such demonstrations."

N. Turp of Grays, Essex.

ooOoo

"Although there are numerous reference books on the market for Armoured Fighting Vehicles, I
wonder if readers know of this title which seems to fill a gap most usefully?

ITALIAN TANKS AND FIGHTING VEHICLES OF WORLD WAR II by Ralph Riccio - Pique Publications 1975,
£1.75p.

There are 96 pages, and the book is profusely illustrated. Pique Publications is from Kristall



Productions, North Lea House, Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire."

Barry J. Carter of Headington, Oxford.

ooOoo

"Many thanks for your very kind comments in the June issue of the Newsletter, which are much
appreciated. You will he interested to know that as a result of our advertising we have heen sur
prised to receive a number of overseas enquiries from the U.S.A., Canada, New Zealand, Australia,
Spain, Germany and Puerto Rico (U.S.A.). And of course many parts of the U.K. It is quite astonish
ing really as we are only a relatively small company, and it is certainly indicative of the splendid
coverage provided by the Newsletter which must be the best advertising value-for-money in the business.
Of course, we always do our best to satisfy enquiries and "if we haven't got it, get it for them" as
promised.

Furthermore 1 find the Newsletter compulsive reading and look forward to every issue. You may
not believe this but whilst in my time 1 have had my share of the real thing, as far as wargames are
concerned 1 am as thick as the proverbial brush. Have never attempted to play a wargame, and would
not know where to start. I hate figures and calculations, even when they show a profit. Yet I read
the Newsletter from cover to cover and find it completely fascinating, despite the fact that in
general the various dissertations and disputes about rules completely baffle mel For which reason I
gave three heartfelt cheers for your editorial on over-complication which MUST slow up the entire
proceedings and take a lot of enjoyment out of the blood-stirring re-enactment of deeds of glory and
days of valour. 1 am sure that there must be many, like myself, who have enviously studied wargames
in progress and decided that in such a maze of rules and calculations they could never even get to
"square one".

Anyway, many thanks to you for giving us a magazine which even non-wargamers can thoroughly enjoy,
for doing so much to give so many so much pleasure, and 1 hope that they will continue to give the
Newsletter the support it deserves."

George Erik of Tunbridge Wells.

ooOoo

"Incidentally - just to stir the pot on Napoleonics - how many wargames are fought by troops in
Campaign Dress? The problem of flags assumes a new importance when you realise that troops in oil
skin-covered shakos, grey great coats/blue coats, and white canvas trousers could very well be engaged
in killing each other (or troops in green coats, red coats, or white coats, if it comes to that)
simply because of minor differences in badges, buttons, buckles, etc., and (possibly) language differ
ences; forces on the wargames table might very well be identified only by their flags - and we might
be reminded that real war is fought by scruffy, dirty, and generally anonymous men for causes
identified with picturesque flags or badges."

John Miller of Chasetown, Walsall.

ooOoo

Braz i1,
Ralph Peter Henderson of Rua Santa Clara, 47 Apt. 1201, Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro,/wants infor

mation, from Squad to Divisional level, on Modern Warsaw Pact Units.

ooGoo

"Having just read the June issue of the Newsletter 1 thought I must write in appreciation of
Southern Militaire. It was really well organised and I thoroughly enjoyed myself but the price was
steep for hotel bills and train fare. As this was the first two day Convention I had ever attended
it was all new to me especially the high class Post House hotel.

The main reason I attended this event was the attraction of the Skirmish Wargames event (in which
I had entered) and visiting Minifigs who had been a great help in a project I had to do for college
and of course seeing the "capital" of wargaming, Southampton. Going back to the Skirmish Wargames
event, you will remember my efforts from the report by Mike Blake and Ian Colwill. In both games 1
made serious mistakes mainly in the initial orders and was lucky to get through to the semi-final. In
quarter-final 1 1 sent two of my three men through an alley which they could not get through on horse
back so they spent the whole game running round the board which left my personal figure to take on his
three men, luckily 1 managed a lucky shot and downed one of them which made me the winner. In the
semi-final, 1 was stuffed full of lager and hot dogs but who wasn't, my orders called for my personal
figure to move in front of the bank and he got what he deserved by being shot to bits. My accident
of shooting one of my own men was a gamble which did not pay off, (1 still do not know how a kneeling
figure firing a scattergun could blow away someone's legs then the pellets swerve upwards and kill a
mounted man!) All in all it was a most enjoyable event, the lads handled it very well and Mike loved
my Geordie accent (Michael observe the spelling of Geordie.')

Whilst 1 am writing I would like to mention Tradition, 1 was short of the Newsletter on two
occasions and both times they sent them out immediately even using a separate envelope. Also when 1
sent my yearly sub they sent a very nice letter in acknowledgement saying they had forwarded my letter
on to you. There are some people and firms in this hobby who have no time for the personal attitude
like that and I think when it does happen it is much appreciated by the customers."

Ray Gale of Jarrow, Tyne and Wear.

coOoo—



"Immediately prior to World War I was a curious period, falling between the Russo-Japanese War
of 1904-5 and the Great War. Therefore this, like the Italian-Turkish War, seems to have been largely
overlooked by battle historians. 1 think I must try to find what has been written on the period. I
have vague memories of the times, but I was then only nine or ten years old.

There were, 1 think, two separate Wars. First the Italians took Tripoli - and I believe the first
war in which aeroplanes were used - then came the Balkan Wars - my memory is that the Bulgarians were
on top at the start, after Lule Burgas, but then the Allies quarrelled among themselves, and 1 think
the Turks made some recovery. At any rate it is an interesting period, between two major wars, and
may be worth exploring.

The S.F. writer, Michael Moorcock, has edited the first volume of a proposed series "Before
Armageddon" - pre 1914 stories. The first volume contains among other items Chesney's "Battle of
Dorking", the first of the imaginary war tales, written during or just after, the Franco-Prussian War.
This is the book that created much interest and some alarm at British unpreparedness at the time, and
badly upset Gladstone! It also contains an extract from one of William Le Queux's "invasion" stories
- not the famous/or notorious "Invasion of 1910" but an earlier one written around 1898."

W. T. Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooOoo

"I refer to your editorial in the May copy of the Newsletter appealing for reasons concerning
the lack of support for the recent American Military Heritage Convention in London.

My interest in American Military history is confined to their Civil War, possibly being fired by
the fact that one of my distant forebears was engaged in this struggle, although only of lowly status,
being an N.C.O. in a cavalry regiment. »

I am British and extremely proud of it which does not lead me to take overmuch interest in a
period of history where, unfortunately, we were ultimately the losers. We British, in my opinion,
have a far longer and much more varied and interesting military heritage than anything the Americans

. can offer.

From the points of view of cost and time, both debar me from taking a day out to London which,
as far as I am concerned, is too expensive and involves too much travelling to reach.

Whatever might be said about the ties between ourselves and America it is still a foreign
country and if a similar function had been organised say, for example, about the French or the
Russians, don't you think it would have met with the same response?

Maybe the organisers might have backed a more certain winner if they had flourished our own
banners, sounded our own drums and trumpets and tried instead a convention about our own British
military heritage, in which case even 1 might have been tempted to go to London."

R.W.B.Elwen of Leeds.

ooOoo

"Thank you very much for your kind review of my game CITADEL. As you say, the price is not
mentioned on the printed product, so I would like to inform you that it is 04.00. My publishers
have been paying the postage on mail orders within the States and absorbing the cost of sending the
game to Britain at book rates. They inform me that this takes about four weeks and that impatient
gamers should add 01.80 to cover air mail postage. Negotiations are apparently under way for a
British distributor.

Incidentally, I feel that your comments about the mysterious nature of the game were mislead
ing. No doubt it is unfamiliar to yau because CITADEL is a specific and rather simple game, not a
set of rules for conducting a variety of battles. The publisher is Fantasy Games Unlimited, P.O.
Box 182, Roslyn, New York, U.S.A. 11576.

Thank you again. I very much enjoyed the copy of Wargamer's Newsletter, which I have not been
reading."

Roy S. Goodman of New York, U.S.A.

ooOoo

ANSWERS TO QUIZ OF THE MONTH - Continued from Page II

1. This shell was invented between 1784 and 1800 by General Shrapnel of the Royal Artillery from whom
it devised its name. Originally it consisted of a thin iron shell, fitted with musket or carbine
balls, sufficient powder being inserted with the balls to cause the bursting of the shell when ignited
by a fuse. In 1852 it was ordered that these shells should be called Shrapnel Shells instead of
Spherical Case Shot. 2. It is an instrument sometimes used by military bands - a pole surmounted by
a crescent from which bells are hung. In the days of the Turkish Janissaries it was the Standard of
the band and had a number of dyed horsetails hanging to it but no bells. 3. At the Battle of
Fleurus in 1793 the French used a balloon sent up to a height such as to give them a complete view of
the Austrian Army. It was asserted that the knowledge they obtained of the enemy, their arrangement
of battle, etc., was responsible for their victory and driving the Austrians from before Maubeuge.
4. Balaclava, October 25 1854 (The charges of the Heavy and Light Cavalry Brigades and the "Thin Red
Line" of Highlanders who turned back the Russian Cavalry. 5. (l) 5 November 1854 (2) 1 September
1880 (3) 12 May 1706 (4) 2 October 1799 (5) 27 July 1808.



BOOK

REVIEWS

Stephens publications are concerned. This is no exception r.,
dnd could well be the answer to the not-1oo—comp 1 icated I'

required. The period immensely complex with its great
variety of vehicles and weapons so that obviously it cannot
beas straightforward as horse & musket warfare. Yet the

because some of us played a personal role in it) 'have
ings to fight with tanks and aircraft. Of course, it is
all made so much more easier than any other period because of the wide range of figures, vehicles and
accessories available not only through Airfix but many other manufacturers of plastic figures and
kits. Bruce explains the unit organisation of the Nations engaged in World War 2 and then discusses
with clarity and reason, ground and time scales; infantry movement; firepower and casualty effects;
firing tank and anti-tank guns; radio, telephone and other means of orders and communication; direct
and indirect artillery fire; smoke screens; minefields and most other aspects of warfare in this
period. His data tables are particularly good and well up to his usual thorough standard - they give
vehicle movement rates; tank armour thickness; gun ranges and armour piercing capabilities. Complete
with modelling notes and painting hints, this book is fine value for the money.

THE BLACK PRINCE AND HIS AGE by John Harvey. (9i" x 6i"; 184 pages; 17 photographs; 1 map.
Batsford - £5.50p).

Ever since thoroughly enjoying myself writing my own book THE BOWMEN OF ENGLAND I have had an
extremely soft spot for the English yeoman and those brave and far-seeing leaders who laid the founda
tions of that national greatness which, for the past thirty years we have been industriously dissipat
ing. Along with Edward I, Edward III and Henry V, the Black Prince was an outstanding Royal Soldier
and, as this book so ably shows the very essence of bravery, chivalry and all that one romantically
visualises when considering the knights of this period. This is not really a war book because the
author only mentions Crecy, Poitiers, Najera and other battles in passing. Nevertheless, it paints
a broad and beautiful backgroound canvas that goes a long way to aiding the understanding of how a
small and unfledged country could rise to such prominent heights. It might be claimed that this was
due to the singular employment of the English longbow in the hands of master craftsmen - it is not
far from the truth but, had those incomparable bowmen been led by inferior commanders then none of it
might have happened. If the commanders were blessed with fine soldiers then the soldiers were blessed
with fine commanders and few were better than the Black Prince. This is a beautifully researched and
informative book which I found compelling reading.

BLOOD BRIGADE by Don Houghton. (Arrow paperback - 65p).

Without in any way being detrimental, this is going from the sublime to the ridiculous! Don
Houghton is an old friend of mine and a wargamer of considerable experience who will be well known to
older readers of Wargaraer's Newsletter for those quite outstanding (possibly the best we have ever
had) articles on wargaming "AT THE COLONEL'S TABLE". Don is a T.V. and film script writer (respons
ible for some of the Dr. Who series among others) and now he has turned to military fiction. This
book THE BLOOD BRIGADE is an exciting, fast-moving story of a very assorted bunch of men and women who
escape from Singapore and then begin their own small-scale war against the Japanese invaders. It
never lets up for a moment and bristles with action and expertise although it could be claimed that
in places it is unnecessary explicit in its descriptions of violence and the like. But this is the
trend today and is undoubtedly part reason for the success of any light fiction. I thoroughly enjoyed
it and look forward to the two more that are to follow on the same subject. As was reported in last
month's Newsletter, Don Houghton is personally offering a prize for battle reports of the three major
(Skirmish) actions described so well in his book.

JAPANESE INFANTRY WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR TWO by George Markham. (10" x 7i"; 96 pages; packed with
photographs and line drawings of weapons. Arms and Armour Press - £4.50p).

By today's price standards this is a remarkably cheap book because it is beautifully produced,
with many illustrations and bristles with authorltive information. It covers in depth pistols and
revolvers; submachine-guns; rifles; macliinc-guns; grenades; mines; mortars and grenade dischargers;
flame throwers; large calibt r> infantry guns; edged weapons - swords and bayonets; and ammunition for
all weapons described. This book demolishes many excuses for inaccnraeics in weapons and their effect
for wargamors figiit-ing with the Japanese forces of World War Two - and after Don Houghton's book there
may well ho u fashion for this field!

WITH THE BOERS IN THE TRANSIAAI. AND ORANGE FREE STATE 1880-81 by C.L.Norris-Newman. (Si" x 5j";
395 pages; 25 photographs and drawings and a large folding map. The Africana Book Society (PTY) Ltd!
35J Upper Viliage, Carl tun Centre, P.O.Box 1071, Johannesburg.)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX Magazine - July 1976. Very interesting article on Armoured trains by wargamer Terry
Wise; Modelling the 25pdr Sexton self-propelled gun in 1:76 scale plus other features of interest
to the model maker and military collector.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.9. This magazine of the Naval Wargames Society has some fine articles on
navies and naval wargaming and is a 'must' for all who fight battles with ships.

THE BULLETIN sf the Military Historical Society - May 1976. Contains good authofitative
articles on the Army and Scottish Dress; and on the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 plus book reviews, etc.

THE COITRIER - Vol.2, No,7. This Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association is always
full of interest and contains articles on uniforms and colours; a rules review of wargaming armour
and infantry; Cavalry v Cavalry Melees; Napoleonic Cavalry; The Viking in early Mediaeval Wargames;
Notes on Musketry plus reviews and other features.

THE GRENADIER. Dealing with the period 1700 to 18^0 this is a new magazine published every
second month at 35p including postage from P. Morrison, 1 Laithe Field, Branch Road, Barkisland,
Halifax, Yorkshire HX4 DAE. Written by enthusiasts for enthusiasts, contains a fine article by
Phil Barker Research Findings on Individual Combat 1700 to 1850; Pirates; Cossacks; Napoleon's 1805
Campaign; Cavalry - Its History and Tactics with special reference to Captain Nolan. Trying hard
to get on its feet, this deserves support from Horse and Musket wargamers.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - an historical quarterly published for the American Military Institute by the
Department of History, Kansas State University. Very erudite, the articles are always interesting
even when they do not pertain to wargaming. In this issue of particular interest are U.S.F.
Constellation in the War of 1812 and the Calabrian Insurrection 1806-1807.

MILITARY MODELLING - July 1976. Beautifully produced as always containing many articles of
fringe interest to wargamers but not specifically so-aimed. The features, adverts, etc., are well
worth the price of the magazine.

NORSEMAN — June 1976. A very good issue, well in tune with what a club wargames magazine shoi
bei Includes TWO sets of rules - Medieval Combat and World War I aerial combat; some stimulating <
astringent correspondence and a scathing report of W.R.G. 5th Amendment Ancient Rules (W.R.G. can i
thesd: pages for rebuttal if they like!)

PANZERFAUST AND CAMPAIGN - May-June '76. Contains articles on the French post-War JI war in
Algeria; an American Revolutionary article aimed at board wargamers but of interest to all; a numbex
of articles on board wargaming plus a feature on miniature warfare with models plus correspondence
and other features.

SLINGSHOT - May 1976. Official Journal of the Society of Ancients (the previous two issues for
this year have not been reviewed because I forgot to renew my membership). Fine authoritive articles
on Alexander's Issus Campaign; Arabs in wargames armies; Unit histories of the known Legions; the
Armoured Slinger; The Parthian Pack Elephant; The Aztec Army and its mode of warfare; plus niunerous
features, reviews and discussions on the new W.R.G. rules and a heretical but perhaps overdue
criticism of the experts who use the pages of this magazine for their arguments.

SOLDIER - July 1976. The cover is most inspiring and not a little frightening! Beautifully put
out as always and keeps you up-to-date with all that is current in the British Army besides articles
on Military Museums, the latest Military L.P's and books, correspondence, etc.

SWORD AND LANCE - No.14. Nicely put together contains articles - Converter's Corner; The Roman
Province of Britain; boardgames reviewed; Marshal Murat; The Battle of Han-San 1592 (l bet that is a
new one to you); Indian Mutiny Dress of Cavalry and Horse Artillery; Dog-drawn machine guns, etc.;
The Brown Bess plus reviews of the latest figures, books, etc. Seems to be slowly but steadily
moving away from wargaming interest to general militaria.

WAR MONTHLY - No.30. Beautifully illustrated articles on the Nebelwerfer; The Battle for Berlin;
The Spanish Foreign Legion; Cantigny 1918; plus a couple of good naval articles.

THE WESSEX - June 1976. This is the first of what is hoped will be a regular club magazine of
the Wessex Military Society and as it is produced entirely by people well-known to me I find a parti
cular interest in it. If it can keep up the standard and make up its mind whether it is aimed at the
thirty or so members of the Wargames Club or for general circulation then it will be fine. Also I
trust it will not fall into the usual trap of most club magazines by extending beyond its limitations
in trying to print authoritive articles instead of club news and basic material of interest to its
readers. Anything that is readily available in professional books should be avoided! This issue con
tains an article on Infantry Organisation oif the Horse and Musket period; a set of rules for the French
Revolutionary War 1796 to 1800 by Stephen Douglas whose rules always attempt to break-away from the
chess set variety, plus Club Notes and information. Club magazines like amateur dramatics are usually
more fun for those producing and taking part than those on the receiving end - but it is possible to
cater for all of them!

SOUTHERN MILITAIRE - Our report omitted the fine representation at this event of the ROUNDHEAD ASSOCIA-
Nicholas DEVEREAUX'S REGIMENT OF PIKEMEN AND MUSKETEERS who, in all their finery nut on im

Pl-essive demonstrations of period drill and manoeuvres. iinery, put on im-



NOTICE BOARD
The North Wakefield Wargames Society have found a permanent home at the Shellon School of Dancing

Klrkgate, Wakefleld, "opposite Tesco". They are looking for new members and meet every Sundat at 2
o'clock. Secretary, Raymond Kershaw, 52 Primrose House, Klrkgate, Wakefleld, Yorkshire.

ooOoo

A NEW AMERICAN VENTURE

Jim Getz (author of "Napoleonlcal" and former general manager of Custom Cast, Inc., In Dayton,
Ohio) has joined together with several other wargamers and are opening a retail store called
"The Model Soldier" at 696 High Street, In Worthlngton, Ohio, 43085. "This will be not only a retail
Store but hopefully a meeting place, gaming place, lounge, and general gathering point for wargamers
In central Ohio. We are In It for the fun of It, are putting some time and money Into It, but we
sincerely want It to be a good thing for wargamlng. We want to have clubs, do seminars and teach In
schools and at the store, and offer services to wargamers In an attractive format at prices they can
afford.

Jim Is planning to establish relationships with friends of his and distributors he knows In
England. We are Interested In offering people a wide selection of things some of which can only
apparently be obtained over your way at this time.

Jim Is a strongly complicated rulesman& Napoleonlcs buff who Is delightfully flexible and
expert at planning and running such an outfit. The writer Is a totally unrealistic, fun
orientated, lots of chance, lots of made up campaigns, solo wargamer who gets along just fine with
Jim. Incidentally we have never wargamed together."

They would be very Interested In your views as to the best way to Introduce and encourage young
people just starting out In the hobby. What do you suggest they obtain as literature, rules, etc..
In addition to figures that would most likely capture their Interest? They are sure they would not
wish to begin with highly complex rules, expensive books, and expensive figures. That should come
later.

ooOoo

WARGAMES figures always required, all periods, palnted/unpalnted. Also vehicles, books, mags.
WADE, 37 Grove Road, Ilkleyj Yorks.

ooOoo

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM CHILDREN'S CLUB

THE CLUB will run from Tuesdays to Saturdays, 10am to 3.30pm, beginning Tuesday 27th July and
ending Saturday 28th August 1976. It will be open to all children from 7-16 years old, and entry to
all events will be free.

FILMS AND TALKS. At least one feature film every day, with Illustrated talks on Wednesdays and
gallery tours on Thursdays. Short talks on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoons, where club
members will be allowed to handle old weapons and uniforms.

MODELMAKING AND PAINTING. Opportunities to make scale models of battlefields, both for the com
plete novice and advanced model maker, with all materials and advice provided by the museum. Materials
will also be available for sketching, and painting.

WARGAMING. Wargamlng and model displays at weekends. Contributors Include - Alrflx Ltd., War
gamers Action Group, Paragon, South London Warlords and "Willie" Figures.

ARMY DISPLAYS. Displays of modern equipment on certain days, by the Royal Green Jackets, Royal
Engineers, Army Catering Corps.

For further Information and complete details of each day's events, write to the Education Depart
ment, National Army Museum, Royal Hospital Road, SW3 4HT, or telephone 01-730-0717 ext 28.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER — November I968; May 1933 to February 1974 Inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p Including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ^5.50). Back numbers March 1974 to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5A and 5B Shepherds Street, Mayfalr, London W.l.) at 35p per copy
Including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5A and 5B Shepherds Street, Mayfalr, London W.l.

ooOoo



MICRO MATRIX
REPRODUCTIONS

IVe have pleasure in announcing

A NEW RANGE OF ANCIENT

FIGHTING GALLEYS In 1/450 scale

After much research we have finally opted on a scale
which is ideal for wargame movements and fire power
and is admirably suited for a small table area. This size
also allows for great detail and accuracy. Each model is
in metal and includes masts, sails and oars.

18/19th Century NAPOLEONIC WARSHIPS1/1000th scale In

All enquiries

1 CROOKSTON ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.9 Tel: 01 850 4079
Trade enquiries welcome

BRITISH

Cutter 16 guns
Brig 24 guns
Frigate 32 guns
3rd rate ship of the line64 guns
2nd rate ship of the line 74 guns
1st rate ship of the line lOO guns

East Indiaman 38 guns
Merchantman (Snow)

Bomb Ketch 1 mortars 8 guns
AMERICAN

Frigate 59 guns

Sloop 24 guns
Merchantman (Slaver) 20 guns
Gun Boats (2 In packet)

Shot Thru Masts & Sails

Dry Dock & Slipway
Dockside Row of Buildings
FRENCH

Lugger 10 guns

Schooner 22 guns
Frigate 40 guns
1st Rate ship of the line 110 guns
Merchantman 10 guns

Iggggmi ROMAN TRIREME 100
ad 74p each

/.y// ROMAN BIREME 100
//// 8C 84p each

(Pictured opposite
llUilllll^S actual size)

PHOENICIAN
BIRENE 100 BC 60p

each

GREEK BIREME 100
BC 74p each

metal Including masts & sails
2nd rate ship of the line 80 guns 72p
Corvette 28 guns 54p
SPANISH

Galley 20 guns 58p
1st rate ship of the line 130 guns 80p
2nd rate ship of the line 90 guns 72p
Frigate 36 guns 54p
Merchantman (Treasure ship)
40 guns 72p

Straight Harbour Wall/Lighthouse 54p
"L" Shape H/Wall with Beacon, Loading
Bays & Derricks 74p

We are sorry to say that due to ever rising costs of materials we have had to Increase our prices. P & P please add 10% for orders
up to £5 or over £5 add 5% UK only. Overses P & P 60% Airmail, 30% Surface Mall.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these pub
lications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop in London (but without
personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £3.00p

NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p

ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p

WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.^5p

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 BC to 1300 AD - £4.35p

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11 1420-1783 - £3.75p

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1839 - £4.90p

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p

BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £4.00p

SOLO WARGAMES - £2.90p

WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p

SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p

POITIERS 1336 - £I.50p

AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET 1 - £I.65p

MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p

COLONIAL SMALL WARS I837-190I - £5.55p

CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p

OLD BRITIESH MODEL SOLDIERS 1893-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MAI>IOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY HGURE COllECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE

OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN XR/MS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

EASTHA/VI
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/MODEL
XR/MY I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

■

or Collectors, Wargamers, Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Igures ■ Models • Kits ■ Conversions Tools • Materials • Books ■ Prints■ etc

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR ALL MILITARIA ENTHUSIASTS.

WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE - MINIFIGS - AIRFIX - PHOENIX-
HISTOREX- GHQ MICRO-ARMOUR - HASEGAWA -
GREENWOOD & BALL - TAMIYA - FUJIMI KITS - OLD

IBB THE PANTILES GUARD - STADDEN, LAMB, LASSET, SANDERSON &
TUNBRIDGE WELLS OTHER FIGURES
KENT ENGLAND HUMBROL - MICRO-MOLD - TITAN - PLASTICARD -

T WELLS(0892) 37624 BADGER - WARGAMES & RULES - X-ACTO TOOLS -
PRINTS-REF.BOOKS BY OSPREY, BLANDFORD,FUNCKEN,

(THROUGH BUTLER'S JEWELLERY SHOP- & OTHERS.
DOWN THE STAIRS - & YOU'RE IN THE CTI ir^li^ ^rsw-r^ . ,coMP.GHQ BUNKER) STUDIO NOW OPERATIONAL; we design and

MAKE MASTER'MODELS FOR THE TRADE, ANY SCALE -
FIGURES - ANIMALS-ACCESSORIES - DIORAMAS-VIGNETTES-ANY

PERIOD OR NATION . COLLECTOR'S STANDARD PAINTING SERVICE.



The things people do to our two colour kits.

Colour plan for the XXVIIISS
Friewilligen Panzer Grenadier Division.

Berlin 1945.

¥^5

JagdpantherTank: latest in our ever-increasing your name and address with 6y2p in stamps to
Military Kits range. The Marketing Dept. FlLesney Products & Co.Ltd.,
Complete with two alternative detailed paint plans. Lee Conservancy Road, London E9 SPA.
For a realistic, authentic model on a diorama display ^ t; —
base. flnaTruBnx%
1/76 scale. "MATCHBOX" Purple range Kit No.

For the new "MATCHBOX" Kits catalogue, send guNiunuiYKns
*Recommended retail price. "MATCHBOX" is the registered Trade Mark of Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England.

GREENWOOD
^BALL LTD New for TTTTJY^

61 WESTBURY STREET, J
THORNABY

NEW

Garrison 25mm

-ON-TEES. TEESSIDE.

Knight mounted, with stan
dard

Knight mounted with small
banner

Mounted man at arms

I Mounted crossbowman

Mounted knight with sword
Foot knight with poieaxe
Foot soldier with halberd

f 20p Foot 9p

BOOKS
AND

RULES

Our
agents overseas:

In the U.S.A.:
Coulter-Bennett Ltd.

12158 Hamlin St.,
Suite No. 1,
North Hollywood,
California 91606

Miniature Wargames — Napoleonic Rules by John C. Candler. One of the most comprehensive sets available. Now at £1.00.
Die Wehrmacht by Peter Stahl. A series of books crammed with information and photos on the armed forces of the Third Reich.-
Kreta — All photographic album on the invasion of Crete 1941.
Afrika Korps — Rare photos of Afrika Korps 1941-43.
Kreigsmarine — Uniforms of the Navy 1939-45. Many colour plates.
Luftwaffe — Uniforms of the Air Force 1939-45. Many pages in colour.
All 4 books at £1.25 each . ^ ^
Stadden Cards — 12 cards in a pack covering uniforms of the British Army. Full colour paintings by Charles O.
Stadden. The pack 50p. « . . Qn«
Harry Payne Cards — Pack of 6 full colour Postcards showing famous British Regiments in action. The pack 3Up

Retail Orders under
t  £10 please add 10%\  post and packing.

Over £10 post free.
All books featured
above add 16p post and
packing.
Cards add 9p post and

W  m A " packing.

In Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St.,
Ottawa,
Ontario KIN 524

and in France:

Ariod S.A.,
8 PI. Des Victotres,
Paris 75002.

Our

agents:

In the U.S.A.:

ME C10

Coulter-Bennett Ltd.
12158 Hamlin St.,
Suite No. 1,
North Hollywood,
California 91606

In Canada: Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St.,
Ottawa,
Ontario KIN 524

and In France: *2?"" . ,
8 PI. Des VIctolres,
Paris 75002.



SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

MAIL

ORDER 103 WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS
Tel.

53180

HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve
equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin

cast wargames and diorama accessories.

# WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka. 20-25mm

# WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes,derelict
cottage and artillery earthworks. 20-25mm

# Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse 25-30mm

# Ancient and Medieval artilleryy'defensive positions.
25-30 mm

PROJECT zoo' Micro buildings range includes
Arab, Tunisian, European styles. /300 th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES

BELUMMA Micro - Armour

MDl Micro-Armor Warfare Set ^
(tank ar>d gun emplacements,
buildings etc.)

MD2 Long Stop Hill (Desert Com-
polgn etc. Setting)

MD3 Crossirtg of "The Meuse"
(N. EurMean)

MD4 River & Rovine (European)

All obove at 79p per set

1/285 - 1/300 Scale Scenic
pieces. Interest has grown
rapidly In this diminutive scole

MLl Straight & Curved Sections of
Streams & Trocks

AAL2 Straight River & Road Sections
ML3 Five Curved Sections for

River or Roads

AM above small sets 19p each

wm

PRECISION IN

MINIATURES

jlji'n Ideal companions to Bellona
Micro Scenes. C in C Micr^
Armor cost precision miniatures.

A small quality range of tanks and guns.
From your local dealer (or by post please
add 30p for single sets or 25% on
multiple orders). Serjd S.A.E. for brochure

Station Rood, East Preston, West Sussex BN16 3AG

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargamlng (obtainable through this magazine)
1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) hy Tony Bath)
k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames hy Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games hy Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules fcfr late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) hy Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured ears, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19hh Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9» Pike and Shot — English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN — Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

hattlefieldc55p (^2).



LAMMING
MINIATURES
NOW AVAILABLE:—

AMENDMENTS TO MEDIEVAL
BATTLE RULES — SEND S.A.E.

NEW RELEASES

AE/8 Egyptian Foot—open hands for weapons, etc.
BY/8 Byzantine Psilos—Light Archer.
BY/9 Byzantine Psilos—Light Javelins or Spear.
BY/10 Byzantine Light Crossbowman.
AS/5 Sassanid Foot Officer.
MF/23 Crusader Foot Knight—open hands.
MC/10 Crusader Mounted Knight—couched lance.
RE/1 Roman Legionary (Empire).
RE/2 Roman Centurion.
RE/3 Roman Auxiliary Spearman.
RE/4 Roman Auxiliary Archer.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BA TTLE RULES
(One-to-onel Price 60p (including postage)

FICTIONAL WORLD MAP
30" X 20" 50p 4- 7p p&p

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY MAP (fiscap.)
lOp + 7p p&p

Set of 12 different COUNTRY MAPS
f 1 + lOp p&p

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN SHIPS
(1/3000 scale) 5 for 25p

For full catalogue send 15p to;

LAMMIflG MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET - HULL - HU3 IDA

Overseas — Catalogue 30p

Osprey
Militaria
Books
Unbeatable for accuracy, quality
and value

Men-at-Arms

Four new titles just published:
The Zulu Wars by Angus McBride
A concise account of their causes, course and outcome, with
special emphasis on the Zulu side of the story.

The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller
A fascinating study of these flamboyant 16th century
mercenaries, including many rare engravings and
formation diagrams.

Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers by Emir Bukhari
The first of a planned series on French 1st Empire line
cavalry. Illustrations include rare examples of the Bucquoy
uniform plates.

The Mexican-American War 1846-48 by Philip Katcher
A description of both armies, with lists of units present at
each major engagement, eyewitness paintings and some of
the earliest military photographs.

Each book includes monochrome illustrations throughout,
22-24 accurate full colour paintings of uniforms and
detailed descriptions of uniforms, equipment, tactics,
organisation and battle records. X
Paper covers. £1.75 each. ^

/Medieval Warfare
by Terence Wise

An authoritative and beautifully
illustrated account of fourteenth and

fifteenth century European warfare,
with appendices on wargaming and ■
modelling in the medieval period.
£4.50. Hardcover. I
Publication April 22nd. j

You won't want to miss the

Ospre.y Militaria weekend tc
be held at Belvoir Castle on j
lOth/llth July.

Available from
booksellers and jF ^
model shops, Vy I
or in case of
difficulty
direct from:

/  S'

Osprey Publishing Limited, 12-14 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP.

Please send me copy/ies of

I enclose cheque/P.O., value £ (please add 10% of total for p&p).

Please send me further details of the Osprey Weekend □

Member Company of the
George Phi lip Group



PETER LAING 15 METAL
mm FIGURES

A selection from the extensive range of over 450
metal 15 mm Wargames Figures by Peter Laing

F901 Long Bowman Firing •
F902 Long Bowman Marching
F907 Dismounted Knight with sword
F908 Dismounted Knight with glaive
F910 Dismounted Knight with axe
F911 Scottish Spearman standing

MEDIEVAL
4p M901 Mounted Knight with lance
4p M905 Mounted Knight with war

vprd hammer
aive 4p. A901 Small Bombard
le 4p A903 Cannon
g  4p A904 Kneeling Gunner

A905 Standing Gunner
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

4p F515 Dismounted Dragoon Firing
4p M501 Mounted Trooper in Helmet
4p M502 Mounted Cuirassier

F501 Musketeer in hat firing
F503 Musketeer in hat marching
F504 Standard Bearer
F505 Drummer

F510 Officer with Partisan
F514 Peasant with billhook

F101 Marching Grenadier
F102 Marching Private
F108 Private tiring
F109 Grenadier firing
F121 Advancing Grenadier
Ft 22 Advancing Private

F1 British Inf. advancing
F2 British Inf. firing
F3 British inf. kneeling
F4 British Inf. Drummer
F5 British Inf. Standard Bearer
F6 British Inf. Officer

F601 British Inf. marching
F603 British Inf. advancing
F605 British Officer marching
F607 British Inf. firing
F623 British Bugler
F625 British Inf. kneeling

MARLBURIAN

M505 Mounted Trumpeter
M506 Mounted Standard Bearer
M507 Mounted Dragoon

4p M105
4p M109
4p A107
4p A116
4p A121
4p A124

NAPOLEONIC

M105 Charging Cavalry
M109 Bavarian Cuirassier
A107 6-pdr. Cannon
A116 Howitzer
A121 Mortar
A124 Gabion

4p M3
COLONIAL
4p F616
4p F617

F616

Prussian Inf, advancing
Prussian Inf. Drummer

Prussian Inf. Officer
Prussian Landwehr advancing
Prussian Landwehr Firing
British Household Cavalry

 Marching Zulu
F617 Zulu Rifleman firing
F618 Zulu Rifleman advancing
F619 Zulu Rifleman lying
F620 Zulu advancing
F626 Zulu running

ANCIENTS

Greek Hoptlite 4p
Persian immortal 4p
Mede infantryman 4p
Persian inf. with spear 4p
Greek archer kneeling 4p
Thracian peltast 4p

FEU
Norman with spear 4p
Norman with axe marching 4p
Norman archer 4p
Norman with raised sword 4p
Norman 'at ease' with spear 4p
Norman kneeling with spear 4p

1 Mounted Norman with spear 8p

FEU

AM

F408 Persian archer 4p
A401 Pesian chariot 12p
A402 Persian chariot crew 6p
A410 Galloping chariot horse (2 rqd)6p
M401 Persian horseman 8p
M402 Greek horseman 8p

DALS
M203 Mounted Norman with spear

charging
M208 Mounted Norman with

sword
A201 Mangonel 1
A202 Man with lever for mangonel
A203 Two men carrying missile

ERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
idard bearer 4p F307 Grenadier marching

F308 P
Standard bearer
Grenadier drummer
Line Company drummer
Officer line company
Officer grenadier company
Private line company
marching

C

rivate light company
marching

F309 Highlander in kit marching
F312 Hessian grenadier marching
M301 Mounted light dragoon
M302 Mounted officer

RIMEAN
British inf. advancing
British inf. drummer
British inf. officer
British inf. standard bearer
British hussar

1 British lancer

F821 Russian inf. adv. helmet
F822 Russian inf. drummer
F823 Russian inf. officer
F824 Russian inf. adv. cap
F825 Russian standard bearer
M809 Cossack charging

WORLD WAR I
British inf. marching 4p
British inf, advancing 4p
British officer 4p
British machine gunner + gun8p
Loader for F705 4p
British inf. tying firing 4p

A701 British 18 pdr field gun 12p
A702 British gunner kneeling 4p
A703 British gunner with shell 4p
A704 British gunner with field glasses4p
A705 Seated British gunner 4p
M701 British lancer 8p

P & P extra. Orders up to£1.14p:£2.15p:£3.17p: £4,19p:£5. 21p. Over £5 Post Free.
Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. 80p. Send 12p for list + sample figure. Over 450
items in 10 different periods available.

PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

HARROW
GREENWOOD & BALL

25mm ANCIENTS

G1 Officer cloak and double crested Corinthian
helmet

G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite Corinthian helmet in reserve
G4 Hoplite Corinthian helmet attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast unarmoured with Hoplite shield spear attic

helmet attacking
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer armoured taking arrow from quiver
G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer unarmoured drawing

bow

G10 Spartan Hoplite cloak crested Pilos helmet in
reserve

Gil Spartan Hoplite cloak crested Pilos helmet at
tacking

G12 Theban Hoplite attic helmet attacking
G13 Peltost small shield javelin and Thracian helmet
G14 Theban Hoplite attic helmet in reserve
GC1 Cavalry Officer
GC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavalryman armoured shield and spear Cor

inthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman unarmoured shield and spear Boeo

tian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman armoured with javelin attic helmet
ROMAN EMPIRE
RE1 Tribune on foot
RE2 Centurion advancing
RE3 Signifier
RE4 Cornicer
RE5 Aquilifer
RE6 Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary witb shield and spear attacking
RE8 Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auxiliary with shield and javelin
RE10 Auxiliary Asiatic armoured archer
REC1 Cavalry Officer
REC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
REC4 Cavalryman leather armour with shield and javelin
ROMAN REPUBLIC
RR1 Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes mail coat large shield and spear in

reserve

THE MODEL SHOP 31 ST. ANN'S ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.
TELEPHONE: 01-427-0387

RR5 Haslati mail coat large shield and pilum
RR6 Triari leather armour large shield and spear

attacking
RR7 Veleti unarmoured small shield and javelin
RRC1 Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer
CARTHAGE

C1 Standard Bearer
C2 Officer
03 Dummer
C4 Citizen Spearman Istclassarmouredshieldspear

in reserve
C5 Citizen Spearman Istclassarmouredshield spear

attacking
C6 Citizen Spearman 2nd class leather armour shield

spear attacking
C7 Mercenary Balearic Slinger
C8 Mercenary Cretan Archer
C9 Mercenary Numidian Javelinman
C10 Libyan unarmoiired spear shield attacking
Oil Spanish Scutaris unarmoured large shield heavy

javelin
C12 Gual Mercenary unarmoured spear shield at

tacking
CC1 Cavalry Officer
CC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
CC3 Cavalryman armoured spear and shield
CC4 Cavalryman Numidian with javelin
CC5' Cavalryman Spanish unarmoured spear
S7 War Elephant armoured 3 crew
Assyria
A1 Officer armoured with sword
A2 Infantryman armoured with spear and shield

attacking
A3 Infantryman armoured with spear and shield in

reserve

A4 Standard Bearer

A5 Archer armoured firing bow
A6 Archer unarmoured drawing bow
A7 Infantryman with long mail coat with spear and

shield and bow in case in reserve
A8 Unarmoured Infantryman with spear and shield

attacking
A9 Armoured Slinger
A10 Unarmoured Siinger with shield
All Infantryman in long mail coat with shield and

spear and bow in case attacking
A12 Unarmoured Infantryman with shield and spear in

reserve

AC1 Cavalry Officer
AC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
AC3 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear

AC4 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear and
bow in case

ACS Unarmoured Cavalryman with shield and spear
and bow in case.

519 Heavy Chariot with 3 crew
Persia
PE1 Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer

PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantryman unarmoured spear and shield and

bow in case attacking
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE6
PE7 Infantryman unarmoured shield and javelin
PE8 Infantryman unarmoured shield and javelin
PE9 Infantryman unarmoured firing bow
PE9A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE9
PE10 Armoured Infantryman spear and shield attacking
PE11 Phrygian armoured with crested helmet: spear

and shield attacking
PE12 Phyrygian armoured with crested helmet spear

and shield in reserve
PE13 Phyrygian armoured with crested helmet with

double headed axe
PEC1 Cavalry Officer
PEC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
PEC3 Cavalryman unarmoured spear and shield with

bow in case
PEC4 Cavalryman unarmoued with spear and bow in

case

PECS Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
PEC6 Clibanarius spear shield bow In caseon armoured

horse
PEC7 Camel Corps armoured spear and sheild with bow

in case armoured camel
PEC8 Camel Corps unarmoured spear and shield with

bow in case unarmoured camel
520 Sythed Chariot with 2 crew
Prices for Garrison Range
Infantry 9p
Cavalry 20p
Camel and Rider 30p
War Elephant and Crew £1.08
Chariots 93p

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p.
up to £5. Over, post free
U.K. only



90iiiin FOOT FIGIIRBS FOR THE
DISCRIMIMTING COLLECTOR

An exceptionally fine range of figures specially commissioned by Tradition. Price: £3.20 each unpainted
(£8.95 painted) plus 45p for packing and mailing by letterpost.

British Napoleonic
1. Wellington
2. Trooper, Dragoon Guards
3. Officer, Line Infantry
4. Officer, Rifle Brigade

British 1900 British Present - day
5. Trooper, Dragoon Guards - Service 7. Coldstream Private

Dress

6. Private, Line Infantry
8. Lifeguard

A n-

> it It.

French Napoleonic
9. Trumpeter, Dragoon of the Guard
10. Officer, Lancer of the Guard
11. Trumpeter, Lancer of the Guard

Not illustrated hut

also available:

British Napoleonic
Officer, Lifeguards
Officer, Royal Horseguards
Officer, Light Dragoons,
1800

Officer, Light Dragoons,
1815

Officer, Highland Regiment
I  Private, Highland Regiment
Officer, Royal Marines
Private, Line Infantry
British 1820

g Colonel Kelly, Coldstream
Guards

British 1830
Officer, Lifeguards
British 1900
Officer, Dragoon Guards
Officer, Hussars
Officer, Lancers
Officer, Indian Cavalry
British Present-day
Officer, Scots Guards
Royal Horse Guard
French Napoleonic
Napoleon
Officer, Line Infantry
Grenadier of the Guard

Officer, Grenadier of the
Guard

Private, Young Guard
Officer, Hussars - in Shako
Trooper, Grenadier a Cheval
Officer, Cuirassiers
Hussar with tall Shako,
1815

I Wurtemherg 1812
Officer, Garde de Corps
Grenadier

I Bavarian 1812
! Grenadier

American War of
Independence 1777
Officer, British Grenadiers
Private, Highlanders
Private, Light Infantry
Private, Continental Line
Hunting - shirt with axe

.  Hunting - shirt with musket
Hessian Grenadier

Officer, Tarleton's Legion
Latest Additions
Polish Winged Hussar
Roman Legionary

Tradition are pleased to announce the opening on July 1st of their new showrooms

at 5B Shepherd Street, Mayfair, which will cater exclusively for the collector,
under the personal supervision of Alex Griffits.

5A & SB Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.



AFRIKAKORPS
NEW MULTI-POSE KIT

.  In 1941 the German High Command
considered the strategic possibilities of conquering
E^pt and the Suez Canal, In February,the5th Light
Division containing elements from the 3rd Panzer ;
Division were despatched to Tripoli and renamed
the 21st Panzer Division. In April they were joined by
thelSth Panzer Division.

Together they formed the DeutscheAfrika
Korps subsequently known as the Afrika Korps under
the command of General Rommel, who was promoted
in September 1941 to the rank of Field Marshal.

In 1942 Rommel lost at El Alamein and finally
; on May 13,1943 the African campaign ended in
yictory for the British Eighth Army (the Desert Rats).

The Airfix Afrika Korps come as a multi-pose
kit-a totally new concept in model soldier kit I
building. Each box contains over 100 polystyrene
parts which are interchangeable so you can cement
them together in a variety of positions.

There's a wide variety of equipmentand ;;
uniforms, too, includingtropical and steel helmelsy:
high-laced leather and canvas boots and weaponsL;

For up-to-date news and details of Airfix T
models get the Airfix magazine, price 25p.

Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Boo
■ These give all the background information tosuch :
models as the HMS Victory, Cutty Sark, Mayflower, :
Spitfire, Messerschmitt Bfl09, P.51 Mustang and v:3
Hawker Hurricane. : IL Til

jRFi:

Afrika Korps 1:32 Scale.
New to the world's biggest range

of construction kits.

DESTROYED BY RATS. it"''-. I

dik.,
f *

Wa

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


